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Aocemb
er il Here!SOUTH FULTON WILL
BAPTISTS PLAN THEIR
AND MEN IN SERVICE
GET NEW BUILDING HOMECOMING NOV. 13
The drinual Red Cross roll call
will be held in Fulton on N'riday.
November 14, when the local chapter expects to reach a goal of 756
membt•ra, 250 more than the quota
last year. Forel Homra is chairman
of the roli gall this year und
banguet will be held on Thursday
night of 'text week to appoint
collllliittees for the drive and elect
officerii for next year.
Surd J. 0 Lewis is chairman ct
the local Red Cross chapter.
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PROMINENT DUKEDOM
MAN DIED WEDNESDAY

Mr:, Gabel t DeMyer, who
'
are ,•ernini,•,1 statistes, up
heen dish ict
lllll• mariageni, •
Approxima
tely
840,000
lids
Plan,
beet'
to Nevember 1. 1941, ina men in
;de 1,, eat made for the superviser for Fulton
and 111, k•
appropriated by the °beet County annual
Jalhell Burton
some branch of (noted States armIlernecorning Day on Nov- Irian cuurines for Farm
, ii§:c
School Board to conatruct a new ember
Security died here early
ed ((ores, through draft, or volun23 at
Wed!,
the First Baptist Administration, hex been
o,,,rnprormit- ing at 12:15,
building on the South Fulton school
following
NMI:hi/ON Mel frietlIt14 are NI to
tary enlistment and acceptance of
•.1.. ,rt illdistrict supervisor with headgrounds to
ness.
replace
the
He
present b4etig given advance notice of this quartere
was brought t.,
commissems, from Fulton t•ounty.
li,,ws
at Hopkinsville. Thie apgyyrimasium. However, work will event, when
Clinic of this city lust
Records ehow a total of 1887 regenjoyable programs pointment became effective
k, alter
Nov- muttering a
riot begin until after the close of will be
stroke of 1,..t..)),4 Mr.
given both morning and ev- ember 4.
istraints in the first registration on
the basketball season, und thut will ening
Cavender,
who
Efforts will le, made to make
October 16, 1940; with 106 regishotni,..n•d
his
Slit. will be in eight county rif•
140111etIMe ill Mareh.
friends by his acquaint,,n..••,,
the; the greatest homecoming duy nets at
trants at the second registration on
was
Hopkinsvil
le,
Cadit.
Murwell known in this vit•aarv lic
III the building will be a gym- in the history of the
July 1, 1941. This makes a total of
church
ray, Benton. Paducah, Wickliffe,
had
been engaged in the 11),•stocit
nasium and auditorium. with class1983 registrants to date.
"Today with wars arid disasters Mayfield and Clinten
business and farming at Dukedom
rooms on the upper floor. In the which are
tearing many kwed ones
for
Total nuniber of registrants takmany years He also °pm at..d
basement will be the WPA kitchen apart," Rev
s
Autrey declurt•e, "we REV. Al"IREY HOLDS
ing physwal examinations by local
recrentien
and science rooms.
parlor
In
that communfeel that old friends will not negphysiciens 327.
RADIO SERVICES ity
In
the
meantime classrooms lect this fine opportunity to get tO—•
Total nuniber of registrants de.
formerly built on the north side
MARTIN L. CHAMBERS
II.. I •
at God's house and enjoy
ferred after physical examination,
by
of
the
Intermit
Martin
I.
m Grac.• Cuvundt•r, 1,1A
building,
wholesonn
Chambers
•
have
, age 92
fellowship, for the trme
been
197.
mother,
years, died abeut II o'clock Tues- torn out and bleachers installed to might be near when we v.oll
Mrs
Mime Cavender el Dukedom;
not
Total number of men forwarded
day night at his home mouth of Ful- give II larger seating capacitY.
hese. this oppertunity We want
three Nisters. MISS Matile
to induction station, 119; total numCuVeildton, following a long illness. FunThis is the second uddition
every friend that we have to make
er
and
Mrs. Nornian Harris of
ber t.f nien acceptt•d at induction
eral services were held Thursday buildings to come to the
Dukedom. arid Mrs. TOM Winsett
South Ful all arrangements to he present that
etatien 94; total rejected 25.
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the ten school SitICe W. H.
of Fulton; one niece, Mrs.
Cravens day and surely we must have evPaul
Tetal number of registrants born Chapel Hill
Church, conducted by rame here as principal. The new ery member present. llov..ever, we
Prince, and a nephew, Charles
after drily 1, 1913, in Class 1-198; the pastor. Rev.
J. A. Kelly, the grammar school building was com- want the public to remember that
Burton Winsett, both of Detroit.
total number of registrants in Class Rev. Wayne Lamb of
we are now extending to all a
McKenzie, pleted last year.
Funeral services were conducted
II-A-11; total number in Class II- and B. A. Ross. Burial
vvas in the
There have also been many im- hearty welcome to this very special
Thursday morning at 11 o'clock
13--1; total number in Class 111-A church cemetery
day Call the office of the First
in charge of provements in the school
from
syetem
the
Dukedom Methodist
—13111; total number in Class IV- liornbeak Funeral Home.
from the standpoint of educational Baptist church, 262-J, for any inChurch by Elder N. Darnell. Prim88.
formation about this day."
The deceased was born April 16, values and richool facilities.
itive Baptist minister, and Rev. E.
Following is a list of draftees as 1849, in Weakley county,
Tenn.,
A. Autrey, pastor of the First Bapthey have been called:
the son of the late James and Mar- Bulldog
South Fulton School
tist Church of Fulton. Pallbearers
s
Win
33
To
T. J. Krianer, Jr , H. E. Anderson, garet Chambers. He was a memwere Willie Cavender, Herbert
Begins Chapel Series
Over Lexington Team
J. W Pruett,
H. White, Claude ber of the Chapel Hill Methodist
Hudson, Bruce Crawford, J. A.
Graham, F21 Sensing, John T. Mar- church and had served as Steward
Olive, Arnie Cashion, Klyce ParkWith the pastors of the city servThe Fulton Bulldogs defeated the
tin, A G Wynn, P. II. Brockwell, and Sunday School superintendent.
er.
ing
as
speakers,
the
South
Lexington
Fulton
,
Tenn., team 33 to 0 here
C. E. Adams.
Surviving him are his widow,
Monday afternoon, winning with High School has inaugurated a serJ A. Terry, L. E. Tupper, O. T. Mrs. Margaret McClain Chambers;
ease over a lighter team. The Bull- kit of chapel programs which are
Kitty League Officials
Watkins, G. Walls, G. Fletcher, J. eight daughters, Mrs. II. W. McRev. E. A. Autrey
dogs started with a scrambled line- expected to provide a source of inWill Meet In Fulton
W G Azbell. J. 11. Amberg, J. H. Clanahan of Union City, Mrs. Johnterest
and
inspiratio
n during the
up and Coach Giles sent in several
The First Baptist Church of FulStahr. G. E. Cole. C. Chaney, S. son Hill of McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs.
school
year.
substitutes, giving the sub tearn a
ton sponsors a weekly radio broadOfficials of the Kitty LA•ague will
Hinley, J. H. Burney, J. A. Mad- Collie Warren of Martin, Mrs.
chance for action. Touchdowns
According to the present sched- cast each Saturday
from 1:30 to hold an important business meetPhilip Warren, Mrs. James Brann,
(Continued on page 5/
were scored by Willingham 2, Mc- ule, the ministers conduct pro- 2:00 p. m. over
station WPAD in ing at the Rainbow Room Sunday
Miss Ruth Chambers, Mrs.
Clellan 2. zind Sharpe.
grams at the high school chapel Paducah. under the
direction of the afternoon, beginning at 2 o'clock.
Houston
and
Herbert
Mrs.
GouldANNUAL CONCERT TO BE
The Bulldogs had 14 first downs period on alternate Mondays. Thr pastor, Rev. E. A.
Autrey. These Representatives are expected to be
er, all of Fulton. lie also leaves a
against 4 for Lexington; Fulton public is invited to attend any of broadcasts consist of
HELD HERE NOV. 10 brother, J.
Bible mess- present from Paducah, Owensboro,
M. Chambers el' MIS- gained
313 yards in running plays the programs. Chapel exercises are ages taken from the
Bible and Hopkinsville, Bowling Green, MO'.
sellville, Ky., five grandchildren
and Lexington gained 62; Fulton held at 10:15 o'clock, lasting for a- preached without any
The second annual singing concompromise field, Jackson, Union City and Fuland a great-grandchild.
lost
12
yards
cert
bout
from
20 minutes.
or diluting. Anyone interested ln ton.
be held at the Science
scrimmage while
Active pallbearers were: Julian Lexington lost
Hall in Fulton on Monday night,
22; Fulton failed to
Rev. E. A. Autrey was the initial hearing the pure Bible in its simOfficers of the league for next
Love, L. T. Dedmon, Wiliaa Owen, complete
a pass while Lexington speaker at the chapel period Mon- plicity is urged to tune in
November 10, beginning at 7:30 o'on this year will be elected, and a discusHeywood
Jonakin,
Enoch
Milner,
completed
clock. The Daniel Quartet of radio
two for 65 yards.
day, Nov. 3, bringing an instructive program. and it is felt that you will sion will be held concerning
the
Lineup:
station WSM, Nashville, will be and John Owen. Honorary. palland inspiring message. The schelule not be disappornted. The pastor is schedule and baseball to be used
bearers
were:
B.
A.
Robey,
Albert
Fulton
the feature attraction. In connection
Pos.
Lexington for the appearances of the other hearing from many of the listeners year. Sheby Peace
of Hopkinsville,
with this program, a quartet con- Ovt'en, Carl Milam, A. L. Roper, Spence
LE
by card. letter and telephone. in- present league president,
Roberts pastors follows:
will contest will be tield for talent in this Albert Hutchens. Dave Crockett, Hartman
LT
Brewer
Nov. 10—Elder C. L. Houser of dicating that there is a large group duct the meeting.
vicinity, with the audience serv- Bud Gossum. Turner Rucker, Daws Sensing
LG
Helms the Church of Christ; Nov. 17— in the radio audience. All listeners
McClure, J. D. Nanney and Tansil Davis
ing as judges. The following quarWallace Rev. Willian Woodburn of the First arc urged to tell their friends and
Carr Institute To Be
Willey
tets are expected to be present to Bowen.
RG
Crockell Christian; Nov. 24--Rev. L. O. neighbors about the services, the
T,,sh
participate in the contest: Paducah
Razed After 57 Years
RT
Nisler Hartman of the Methodist; and time and station.
CECIL B. ISLArK
Nelms
Mixed Quartet. Water Valley Girls'
RE
Baker Dec. 1—Rev. E. R. Ladd of the
A
cordial
invnation
is
also
exCecil B. Black, age 42 years, Mom,.
Quartet, Dresden Quartet of DresQB
The old Carr Institute grammar
Lockhart Cumberland Presbyterian.
tended to all to attend wer.,.iip
died Tuesday morning at his home 1A'hitt•sell
den, Tenn.. Kentucky Quartet of
LII
Rickel
services
the
cleirch
en Sunday, chuol building Is to be razed after
near
Gardner.
Tenn..
following
a
McClellan
Murray, Ky., Hickman Quartet,
RH
Wood YOUNG MEN'S BIRI.E CLASS
57 years service and a handsome
Sunday School begins at 9:45 a
long illness. Funeral services were Willingha
m
and several others.
FA
Snow
AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH with classes for every member or ',icy; structure will provide more
held at the Gardner Methodist
Substitutions for Fulton—MeachThe Stamps-Baxter Radio Five of
— -the family. Preaching services start room for the grammar classes which
Church Wednesday at two o'clock am. Crawford.
Hart. Sharpe. HanJackson, Tenn., will probably also
have been steadily increasing in
The pastor. Rev. Autrey. is the at 10:50 a. m and 5:00 p. m.
by Rev. T. A. Duncan. pastor of cock.
be pr,•sent.
teacher of the Young Men's Bible present Sunday and enjoy the
size for many years Work of tearthe Cypress Creek Baptist Church.
felThe Bulldogs will play their het Class of the First Baptist church. lowship.
ing down the old building began
This annual event was started lasti Burial was III Gardner cemetery. in
game of the season against the which meets in the basement of the
year wall great success, and it is' charge of W. W. Jones ar Sons.
The subject for the radio sermon this week after classrooms had
I Mayfield Cardinals at Fairfield
pastor's home each Sunday morn- this week will
been temporarily built in the high
believed that the committee in I lie was born in Carroll county,
be -Hell." Listen to
school building and gymnasium to
charge has an even better program I Tenn.. but had made his home in Park Tuesday afternoon, November ing at 9:45. This is a large class of this service and hear
what
Goi's
11.
The
game
will begin at 2:30 men taken from all walks of life
house the grammar students.
arranged for the second year. Last I Weakley county sinct• he was a
word says about Hell.
who enjoy the study of the Bible
year the featured singers were the small boy. He was never married. o'clock
Carr Institute v.:as constructed in
and fellowship of one another.
Dixie Four of WMC Memphis.
He is survived by three sisters.
1884 by Martin and Rogers. conJ. M. WATSON SUFFERS
You are invited to attend this
The Daniel Quartet is a very Miss Ruby Black, Mrs. Elizabeth U. S. DEBT SOARED 165
PAINFUL IIAND INJURY tractors. and John L. Smith and H.
PER CENT IN DECADE,
popular group and is presented reg- MeWherter and
class this Sunday at 9:45 a. m. and
Hooper SadCibel, architects. On the board of
GREAT BRITAIN'S 20 see if you don't get a thrill of sitularly in concert programs through- ler, all of Martin; five brothers,
trustees then were A. B. Whayne,
J.
NI.
Watson,
I.
C.
engineer,
sufout the South. These singers ale Guy Black of Martin. William Black
ting among a large class of men
W. Boyd. secretary;
An analysis of debt increases for and hear the Bible explained. Bring fered a painful hand injury Satur- chairrnan;
heard daily over WSM. and are a of Fulton. Jack and Robert Black
E. B. Eddings, treasurer; J. E. Morday
as
the
five
major
nations
result
during
ef
1930-40.
striking
a
mail
part of the Grand Ole Opry that is of Chicago, and Raymond Black in
a friend or neighbor with you and
ris, .T. N. Smoot, William Beasley,
heard every Saturday night over a the U. S. Army located at Macon, published today by the Federation make yourself at home with this crane wh ile exchanging signals A. H. Haynes.
A. J. Kirkland and
with
the
Administr
agent
Tax
of
showed
at
ators.
Wingo,
the
from
train
nation-wide network.
class. Mr. Bell. the president, will
Ga.
following percentages of increase: greet you personally', along with No. 102. His hand was badly lacer- J. M. Harpole.
Proceeds from this program will
He was a member of the Cypress
Germany
When first constructed. Carr In650000
go to the school. The public is cor- Creek church.
the pastor and all other members ated and he was given treatment
stitute was used
Japan
for both high
dially invited to attend and supof this fine class. A banquet will at the I. C. Hospital in Paducah.
school and elementary classes. LatUnited States
165
port this event.
be held sometime in January, so
GEORGE C. WELLS
Canada
er an addition was made to the
58
plan now to be with this class at REVIVAI. ri PROGRESS
George C. Wells passed away last
Great Britain
20
COMMUNITY SINGING AT
AT CUMBERLAND CHURCH building and. in 1922. a new high
this enjoyable occasion.
Friday afternoon at the Haws ClinInformation on which the study
school building was crected. leavCITY HALL SUNDAY ic after a lengthy illness of asthma.
WaS based came from the research
Rev. G. W. Sparks of Nashville, ing only elementary. classes in Carr
BULLDOGS WILL OPEN
Funeral services were held SaturThe regular second Sunday sing- day afternoon at three o'clock from files of D. Simeon E. Leland of
BASKETBALL SEASON SOON is conducting a rveival meeting at Institute.
the
ing will be held at the City Hall Hornbeak Funeral home. conduct- the University of Chicago.
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Mr. Chapman was principal of
The report said that Germany
Sunday afternoon. beginning at ed by Rev. Loyal A. Hartman. pasThe Fulton High Bulldogs will Church in Fulton, of which Rev. Carr Institute when it was erected.
had
been
spending
heavily
for
war
1:30 o'clock. Four or five quartets tor of the First Methodist Church.
open its basketball season here cti E. R. Ladd is pastor. Services be- Heads of schools were not called
from several counties will be pres- assisted by Rev. E. A. Autrey, Bap- preparations during the entire 10- December 5 against the Cayce gan Sunday and are being held superintendents at that time.
It is
year
period
end
Japanese
that
the
ent and a large crowd is expected. tist minister. Burial v..as held in
team. The following schedule has twice daily, at 9:30 a. m. and 7:30 believed that Prof Cheek, who beincrease came largely during the
p. m., continuing for two weeks. came head of the school about 1900,
The public is cordially invited. Fairview.
been arranged to date.
period in which Japan waged war
Rev. Sparks has been pastor of was probably the first to be called
Dec. 5—Cayee, here.
Pallbearers were all I. C. enginon China.
QUARTET To caw (ONCERT
the Edgefield church in Nashville superintendent Mrs. J. R. Luten
Dec. 9—Arlington. here.
eers.
"Britain.
not actually at war unAT HARRIS M. E. CHURCH
for several years.
Dec. 12—Fulgham. here.
on Carr street was a teacher in the
Mr. Wells had been employed
til the middle of the fiscal year
Dec. 16—Murray, here.
school when Carr Institute WaS
A cordial invitation
with the Illinois Central System
to
attend
The Paducah Mixed Quartet, for thirty-eight years. He was first 1940, showed a debt increase of len
Dec. 19—Paducah, here.
these services is extended to the
heard 4,n WPAD. Paducah, will a fireman and was promoted as than one-fifth," the report added.
Dec. 22—Milburn. here.
public.
It also said "the 1930-1940 debt
give a concert and sacred program engineer in 1907. He came to FulJan. 9—Bardwell. there.
SOUTH FULTON TO
tonight (Friday) at the Harris M. ton in 1917 and was later married increases appear trivial beside
Jan. 16—Clinton. there
DONALD PERRY NOW
PLAY HAYTI TF.AM HERE
result from the
E. Church. beginning at 7:45 o'- to Miss Nlary Woods of Mayfield. those which
Jan. 20--Cayce, there.
HAS GULF STATION
g.eatly expanded outlays of ell
clock.
Jan. 23--South Fulton, here.
lie wa:, a member of the Brother- these
The South Fulton six-man footnations at the present tirne."
Femur,' in the program will be hood of Locomotive lengint•ers.
Jan. 27--Mayfield, here.
Donald Perry. well know senice ball team will play the Hayti. Sao ,
The
survey
said
United
States
Buten Bell. ncted comedian and
Jan 30--Ilieknian. hero.
Ile is survived by his wife. Mrs
nation operator of this city. is now team here tonight (Friday) at
impersonator of well-known people. Mary Wells: two brothers. Will Treasury. estimates indicated that
Feb. 3 -Bardwell. here.
In charge of the Gulf Service Sta- Southside Park. the game beginning
$6,000,000
,000
of
indebtedness was
Proceeds of this program will be Wells of Brighton, Tenn.,
Feb.
6—Milbur
there.
n,
and John incurred in
tion. located on the corner of Carr at 8 o'clock. Earlier in the season
1941. and added that
used to buy a new stove for the Wells of Little Rock,
Feb. 17—Clinton, here.
Ark.; and a this would be
ind Lake streets In Ors issue of South Fulton defeated the Hayti
augmented by S13.church. The public is cordially in- nephew.
Feb 20—South Fulton, here.
The News he has a special an- team, playing in Hayti.
000,000,000 more during the presvited to attend.
Feb.
--Arlingt
24
on, there.
(Continued on Page 4)
nouncement to his friends and acThe Young Men's Business Club
ent fiscal year.
Feb. 27—Hickman. there.
quaintances.
ot Fulton is sponsoring this game.
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FULT011 COUNTY NNW!! FULTON. IICENTUCKN
'tending reputation The Anierican
The
• tory developniont behind
Legion Post No 55 of Martin urge.
finest British pilot can't last long
all Legioniiiiiieo and WiVea attend
lin a sky which ;1014 twenty Luft•
also Inmeeting The public
installed in government plants-waffe planer for each uni, in the! Miss Wanda Roberts spent Fri- this
Kentucky cititeits are going to
It is significant that the most
vited.
350,000 at Wolf Creek in south cett•
R.
A
r.
day night with Miss Matting Alddiscover presently that they have
tral Kentucky, and 160,000 at Gil- aggressive opposition to Winston
mr. chunton.• much coorized ridge.
at bawl thy nicami of making a lot
PENNY FOR LUCK
bertsville in southwestern Ken- Churchill in England has developed policy is thua rally to understand
more electricity than they know
Mrs Dolly Godwin, mother of
-tucky. The government's announced horn hit refusal to open a new front Ile is apparently conmerving all the
Friarrived
what to do with.
J. I; Cavender,
The burglar wasn't Wished wItti
purpose
to supply low-cost elec- in ',urine. The demand for Oita military resources England can ob• Mrs.
Mr
from Detroit to he will('
Federal Power Commission m- tricity
the 117.110 cash and the $4 worth of
overflowing abundance,. has largely come 'tont Labor M P's tain. As he Raid mime time ago, day
daughter daring the length of his! Manilla lie found
i but they have been given the supotile show that when present conthe veal reg.
the difficultlem Hitler is experiencillness.
'
port of a number of Conservatives
struction is completed the state.
later. He took an old bent penny,
ing in the Russian campaign procompanieli in the state
Electric
and Liberals The feeling is growinstalled generating capacity will
Mrp. Cora Jackson underwent anl too, front the optical company'a
vide no guarantee that Germany
tiOW *ell current to co-operatives
ing
many quarters that Ititier's
Ilaws Clinic. business office Police arrested n
total 077.665 kilowattx--about Tv.all not attempt a major invasion operation Saturday at
kilowatt•hour
for
about
one
cent
a
Moisten campaign has, for tho filet of the
170.320 horsepower. It is an inMr 111111 Mre Bill 1111.1Te nnd Mr.; suspect, tenant the bent coin in his
British !stem before long.
This rate was established by agree,.
time, aufficiently diverted his encrease of 557,500 kilowatt* (about
Mrs. Gaither Pierce of Mar- Pocket The nwrier identified It and
nient with the Public Service Com• eigirs and resources so that it may England la sending planes and and
743.300 horsepower) over that of
visited Mr and Mrs. Phil Park- the suspect confessed. He went to
tin
and
Churchill
twilit'
to
Russia.
Mr
RFA.
mission 7111(1 the
be poasible to carry the War tO (ICClast January I when capacity was
jail for one year.
lila advisors know that the British er Sunday.
Thero has been no threatened many
320.165 kilowatts.
Mrs. Iva Wilson of Mayfield 'went
public must not be unnecessarily
among the com•
'shortage
power
In addition, the major electric
with Mro. Hubert
oN STREET
LEO
The military problems involved aubjected to the morale-damaging the week-end
'arnica which would curtail service
•••
evnipanies have power lines interJuckoon.
in that are enormotia. and no lay effects which follow it defeat
conipanws
to
co•operativea.
The
are
connecting with transmission oysPF.NNSAUKEN, N. J. — PennOn top of that, England ham a
Mrs. Paul Prince and Charlie
to meet what. num is in a position to discusa them.
capacity
stepping
up
terns In neighboring states. All this
!There is, however, a probleni of big job to do In Africa There Hit- Burton Winsett arrived here Sat• mauketi police are searching for
ever demands arise.
will be available to Kentucky pracmorale involved which is of the ler is weakest. The Italian troops urday In order to be with their what they 11(411.1/1, fa the world's
The first of thla year the four utmost importanee. Unrest in the
tically unlimited volume of electpa• ninia absent minded mare Ile'n the
in Africa have proven themselves uncle, J. II. Cavender, wbs is
generating
principal
Corililanlell
had
ricity.
nations which Hitler has occupied easily vincible. And no man can tient at 1111W/1 Clinic, also their fellow who hail 1111 11111f11.101 leg on
kilowatts.
When
capacity
of
310,135
Investigation Muggeoited
is obviouoly growing The horrible rule the world, as German mill. grandmother, Mrs. Millie Caven- a Pennsauken street l'he limb had
Yet tie ItMill Fli-ctiification Ad- their pretient construction is finish- toll of executions in occupied turista
v.Titten for aenerations der, who Is 111 at her home in Duke• three socks—one black, one brown
467,065
kiloed
the
total
will
be
ministration announced in WashFrance is evidence of that—Hitler's unlesa he first rules Africa. Gener- dom.
and one white--and a black shoe,
watts.
ington a few days ago that it has
henchmen aren't killing French cit- al Wavell, "bleat of the Britiala CorreetIon
Louisville Gas & Electric Com- izens for fun, but because they en- commanders, is in charge of the
allocatt,d $2.000,000 to build in cen4
TERRESTRIAL RING?
meeting
to
The
American
Legion
tral Kentucky a small 15,000 kilo- pany is adding 75,000 kilowatt cap- danger the purposes and policies of east. And rumor has it that the
Armmoon, al 41 Mil' future date,
at
Martin,
Nov.
1
ith,
be
held
The
watt power house to serve rural acity to make a total of 284,000. the Reich. So it is argued that if British war office, which is headed
istice Oily, will 1111Ve as the speak- will approach nearer the earth and
electrical co•operative associations. Kentucky Utilitien Company is add• the Allies could start an aggressive by aggressive, Nazi-hating Anthony
er for the evening, the Rev. J. I). break up into a ring, which will
Actual need for this REA power ing 37,500 to make a total of 110. military campaign against Hitler on Edell. 111 planning a surprise move
Slialn. Rev. Shain is past Judge and encircle our earth ike the rings of
plant is questioned by experts who 570. Kentucky-West Virginia Paw- the continent, the subjugated peo• in Africa,
conjunction with the present Post Monter of M8(118(111- Saturn, according to some scien1 er Company is adding 35,400 to ples would be immensely encour- De Gaulle Free French forces.
say at merits full investigation.
Ky
is n speaker of out- tists
Unless all thid has been said in make a total nf 54,725. Kentucky- aged, and would increane the ex•
In the meantinie, the Allies are
Company
Power
Tennessee
Light
&
tent and scope of their opposition. encouraged by the terrible losses
the last two years about national
VIZAZIWAWA14111Z0WAMICPAIZI411411it
defense is pure hokum, the gov- capacity will remain at 18,370 kiloThere is little doubt but wliat that Hitler is taking in RUalltia. Even if
watts.
ernment will require for that purargument has validity. lf, for in- you diseount Soviet claims of killLink with Federal System
pose every dollar it can squerqe
stance, British troops could effect ed, wounded and captured to the
The new generating stations of a landing on French Nod and push minimum, it is apparent that many
out of the taxpayers. The copper,
aluminum. steel, rubber, etc, nec- the companies are all steam-driven. the Germans back, the democratic of the fineat Nazi troops have died
essary for building this small pow- They have been expressly designed world would take it as a miracul- in the endless spaces of the U. S.
er house. are now urgently needed to fit into a state•wide giant elec.' ous tnnic. But it is apparent that S. R. The hope remains that the
for making important defense i- tric power pool. They are being Mr. Churchill and his high com- news of dux will eventually filter
linked with the government's huge mand, even though they realize home, despite Herr Goebbels' protems.
Nobody who has even casually water-driven plants so as to as- this, believe that the time im not paganda and the work of the Gesobserved the advantages of elect- sure plenty of power for all needs right. And here again, a morale as tapo terrorists. There Is certainly
Like time and tide, fire waits for no man.
ric service on the farm wants to —industrial, commercial, domestic well as a nillitary problem is in- no reason now for believing that
the German civilian population will
prevent or slow down far reaching and rural--even when prolonged volved.
The time to insure against damage or loss
rural electrification.
It is gen- drouth seriously reduces hydrnThe hard truth is that England revolt. But a civilian population
erally agreed that local co-opera- electric generator operation.
has had nothing but failure in her ‘vhich is disillusioned and without
by fire is right now. Delay may cost you
Citizens who have studied the land operations against Germany. : enthusiasm is of little service to
tive associations are doing a pracsavings of a lifetime.
tical and effective job in extending matter say an impartial investiga- during this war. Her navy and air the kind of military machine Hit•
tion would show that:
the service.
force have done wonders. Her in- ler must maintain. Those who er(1) The projected small isolated fantry and her artillery and her,r gue that this war can be won withWhy Not More Rural Lines?
We'll be glad to furnish you full informaBut the foregoing figures on e- REA power house, designed only mechanized divisions, on the other out the dispatcli of millions of Alfor
rural
electrification,
would
be
lied
troops
to
Europe,
lectrical production capacity indibase their
tion about insurance protection.
hand, have been completely unable'
cate to the average taxpayer that of little or no value in the effi- to cope with their German enemies. argument on the supposition that
cient
operation
of
the
electrical
Hie last thing required for further
This is no criticism of the courage in time the German people will
rural electrical expAnsinn is more, pool.
or resolve of Tommy Atkins. Kip- get a bellyful and will simply give
generating capacity than that now 1 (2) It would cost $2,000.000 that ling's "Thin red lines of 'ernes" up. That happened in World War
could be better used for rural dec- still remains. But Britain simply I. But there as no guarantee that it
under construction.
He is impressed by the fact that tric distribution lines.
hasn't the equipment, and we will happen this time.
(3) It would require vital de- haven't been able to deliver it to
the $2,000.000 allocated for the power house would provide approxi- fense materials.
her in sufficient quantity. The GerOf all the famous names to grace
mately 2,500 miles of electrical (4) It wouid take at least two man army, whether you like it or the screen in its forty-five years
distribution lines to supply cru- years to build.
Phone No. 5
not, is still the best in the world. of history the one to appear most
rent to hundreds of farms now not (5) It would be wholly unjustiEngland's debacles at Dunkirk or often in printer's ink has been that
able to get service. This figure is fied non-defense federal spending. in Crete and Norway tell the story. of a clown--Charlie Chaplin.
trirriZeittif
firilliffirdrirktrilMTMTIT
based on the REA average cost of
_
_
There soldiers did all and more l
$300 a mile for such lines.
Airplane landiog wheels can be than could be expected of them.
Possible claims by promoters of held more firmly while stationed , But a man with a gun in his hand
the REA power plant that farrn on the ground by a C-shaped chock is no match for a tank. A trooper
co-operatives cannot get cheap e- made of wood. The chock can be with a few months of training can't
electricity from sources available lodged easily against the wheel and' equal a ruthless superbly trained
now and in the future will not pulled tight, gripping the front and soldier of the Reichswehr with sevconvince informed citizens.
back of the wheel
en or eight years of intensive miliOf the 537,500 kilowatt capacity
Nentoeke To Hove An
under construetion, 410,000
"Ocean Of Electricity" now
toyer 54t1,000 horsepower) will be

ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS

DUKEDOM NEWS

No Time To Waste.-INSURE NOW!

ATKINS

Insurance Agency

For Some a Thanksgiving ....

We are again in the season when men give thariks for benefits
and blessings. That is WISE end JUST. Yet, this year more than ever,
somber thoughts must mingle with our thanks.
As a people, we Americans give thanks for a blessing that
IS a blessing because it has been denied to so many others—for having up
to now been spared the ravages of war.
As a community, our Illinois Centred territory has /seem
blessed by good crops and a considerable revival of industry. We hope both
may continue— with profit eventually on a sounder basis than that of the
present emergency.
As railroaders, v.,e who work on the Illinois Central are thankful that we have been able up to now to meet the test of greatly increased
demands for our service. ‘Ve thank the shippers and receivers of freight
who quickly loaded rind promptly released our cars.
YET WE KNOW that further tests are coming and that the
railroads will have to be assured the materials they need to keep going.
AND NVE KNOW,TOO, that one reason our task up to now has been
lightened has been because of dislocations of industry incident to national
defense, and we deplore the resulting unemployment and losses.
Therefone, in giving thanks for what we hat•e, let us resolve
to work toward a future which will even more certainly bles.s and safeguard us all.

TODAY HE IS
ONLY A "GRUNT"
G

RUNT? Matt a gamy arms ha a
wuriunan. ncN ki

Not to an electric men. Grunt in di
/anguage means kineman's heLper.
it's wet of symbolic that a grunt's pob
starts at tbe foot of the pole--the first rung
up the "ladder" on whkh many turn have
climbed to success in this business. Thaes the
way many of us who work for this company
surted in.
What does this mean to you?

Today you get about twice
as much electricity as
you did 10 to 15 years ago
for the same money

It means that your electric service is in the
hands of experienced people who know this
bu.siness from dse ground up—who understand your needs, and constantly work to
boost the standard of service and lower the
rates.
That their efforts bear fruit is shown in
the fact that electric service today is better
than it has ever been, and household rates
are only about half what they were 10 to IS
Years ago-

PrestdmIt

KENTUCIcY UTILITIES COMPANY
G. F. LANSDEN, Manager
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LOAN OF Taint
Practically all people sooner or
later lose part or nil of their teeth
from curies or periodentoclasiu or
both.
Both of these diseases and Ofe
resulting loss of teeth can be em.
tirely pi evented by cleaning the
teeth with the tooth brush and
dental floss yeety night before re.
lirIng.—Medicill arid Suigleal Jour.
iial

•

HEE-1111AW. HEE HAM
Ari ornery mule looking for a
drink of wider. arid an automobile
collided
Prittwer Spring's N. C.
nude continued en
waY
with n slightly skinned ;thank. Tha
automobile', It hod to li•• towed In
for $110 ve,.rth ef repair,

StIBSCRIBE 14)R—
Cointnerrial Appeal
Louisville testier-Journal
iSmissille Times
11,m614 l'oat-Inapatch
111,4.,ouis Moho, HaNnocral
Chliago Harald II:laminar
Chicago American
Chicago Trfbune

•
•

Just Phone 753
•

JACK

EDWARDS

Guaranteed Radio
Repair Service

HERSCHEL BARD
RADIOTRICIAN

WESTERN AUTO
Associate Store
Lake St.

Phone 142
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S. Fulton Baskrthall
The ;liar-Time Position
Bccillthcr 2
of ilgr_i_e_u_lture
The south ninon
IIIIPIk44111111
NCIPI4,11 WII I open December 2 In
LIQUI/IPIIPIIKII'r with Dyer, played in
the Smith Fulton gym Under the
riplendid reaching of Jess Monies
the liPII DPVIIN
Angelo are
confident of u winning team The
Red Devlin won the county and regional tournaments last year mid
went to the tienti•finals in sluts.
play.
The schedule for this year in as
followei
Dee 2--Dyer, IICI P.
DPP 5--Riven, there.
Dee 10 -Puirnereville, thr•re
the. I5—Troy, her..
Dee.
—Tipteriv II le, here.
Dee 19 -Greenfield, here.
there.
J4111 2 liyer
Jan 0 Hives, bete
Tiptenville, there
.1.oi
.1,01 I ti --Open
Jan 27 Troy, thew
lin ;to Diem
6 Die I)
E.1, le ripe
there.
Fel) 13
KENTtlyKy irro,rriEs
PIELLM 22,1105,0Na KWII TO TvA
----•
K,otooly Utilities Company officials announced today in LA.xington that for the thirty-day period
ending October 12, the company
delivered to the Tennessee Valley
Authority 22,605,089 kilowatt hours
of electricity. This volume of current, the commove. engineers geld,
would produce approximately 2,226,000 pounde of pig aluminum—
about 75,000 pomule a day--if used
fee that purpose.

business outlook. The Survey continues. Ansi the prospect of greater farm income In welcome not 'ally to the farming population but
I., the country IIN
Wh011',
farm proriperity in Indispensable to
a smind and balanced Riede of notional well-being. Unfortunately
hewever, the outlook nada In part
factor,. th .t fail to innpire cc,:
faience either in their permanence
iti their ultimately beneficial
character to the fanners them Need of a Permanent Plan
rad. in hie agricultural situation today is the extent
te which farm incerne hen become
dependent on Government action.
Farm prices rind farm income ore
being xuetained by a combination
ef crop loam. and Government pay•
at huge public expense and
at the cost of acrumulnting stocke
of harm products in Government
hands, with a risk of eventual
price collapse. and further heavy
loss and of a major readjustment.

The basic conflict between artificially maintained prices for farm
products and an agricultural sysA wire that would reach twice tem adjusted to natural level:. of
around the world could be drawn domestic and foreign demand has
from one chic inch of platinum. long-term implications that have
not yet been frankly faced.
Developments within the United
States and in the field of international trade may soon necessitate the selection, with some approach to finality, of a national
program for the future of farming
in this country. As matters now
stand there is centered in the subsidizing of agrieulture, instituted in
a depression emergency and purportedly temporary, a set of influences still powerful enough to prevent a forthright reliance upon
basic economics factors in meeting
the general problems of the industry.
An attempt to harmonize prices
ef exportable farm products here
with values abroad may be a central feature of an acceptable plan
with a deliberate renunciation of
foreign markets for these commodities as a possible, though painful,
alternative. Whatever choice of
goals may emerge, it will be difficult. if not politically impossible.
terminate abruptly the system
ef farm subsidies now so firmly
THE SEASON'S HITS
established. But the possibility that
IN THESE NATIONALLY
no permanent solution of the major problems of agriculture, consisADVERTISED BRANDS
tent veith the preservation of democratic processes, may seem attainable in the confusion of drastic
post-war changes is one that the
American people arc not prepared
to face with camplacency.

Regularly

Regularly

HARD-TO-RELIEVE SAN
INGS on smart SUEDES
: that you'll wear for months
to come! PUN1PS..SPECS
..TIES..SANDALS..CAS, UALS..SPORTS..they're all
here at amazing sale prices!
WANTED COLORS!
both groups

DOTT
Shop in Fulton

of el 1, loans and will probably 1 er Sunday to celebrate the egad
bad it very difficult tu avoid ex• titan's 116th birthday. This is an
tending the practice to other pro- annual affair enjoyed by all. 'rhe
duets that may at some future time Mayfield quartet apent the entire
lar
an unfavorable market posi- day In the Farmer home and hymns
i in.
were sung for him. Relatives and
friends called throughout the day.
Mr Farmer received many lovely
gifts and cards
At noon a most
numptous repast was enjoyed. Tho
day was a happy one for Mr. acid
Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr., and MaMrs Fernier and their guests.
rten] Arin epent the past week-end
in Fulton, guest!. of McCoy relatives
Mrs. C. C. McClain remains
The program presented by Bee
McClain and his quartet front Un
ion City at Salem lust Saturday
The enactment of this law marks night was well iittilided and much
the most extreme. step that the enjoyed.
Automobile fatalities for the first
Government hail yet hiker' in guar.! Mr. and Mtm Raymond Vincent
six months of this year show an
antveing farm pricers Its effect Nu( moved into the T L. Aittley house,
increase of 17 per cent over the
been to rake pricer; not only of the ,klicre they are to reside next year
fi
h If f 1 t
Mr and Mrx. Albert Albert Garcommoditien directly affected hut
Auternebile inquiries also show •
of farm produeln
general, pep'
, gle. of Hickman have moved back
meat animals and dairy pr.,- into ma midst, locating in the Sani marked inci ease, and the figures
ere still going up.
ducte. Higher rorii pricer' obviously Hyman home.
This increase has a marked efMr. and Mrs. Gilbert Roberta
Mean higher feed coxte and higlii•r
prices ef nicat and other animal surprised their children, Mr. and fect un production in all operaproducts. Moreever, the adoption of Mrs. James Roy Roberta with a tions and on national defense. We
the new pelicy greatly alters the miscellaneous ehower at their home nhould all be ulert to thie program
eutloek for prices of all agricul- near here the past Saturday after-1 and contribute our part to the detural commodities; for the Govern- mein. The riewly-wedx were recip- fense program by driving carefulment has committed itself to the ients of many nice and useful gifts; ly. Courtesy in driving produces
prieciple of price-fixing by mranx and many good wishes were be- wonderful results and pays big divthe
stowed upon the happy couple of idends. You will feel better at
end of the day for any courtesy
a few weeks.
safe driver.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Glass of you have rendered as a
Louisville have returned to their It's smart to be careful.
Edward Alexander Parsons,
home after a few days visit here.
Louslane delegate to the
Mr. Glass and his mother, Mrs
W. W. Jones & Sons
"Continental Congress for
Carroll Glass, made a tour to OkFreedom" recently hell In
F'uneral Home
Washington, D. C., under the
lahoma and Texae while here.
Phone 394
129 University
auspices of the Fight for
Gerald Cherry is reported to be
MARTIN, TENN.
Freedom Committee, received
right sick from an attack of intes
A Distinctive Service WeU
a prolonged ovation when he
'Within Your Means
tinal flu. The young lad was a vicarose before the "Congress" to
tim of mumps a week ago. We hope
give the following description
of a neutral:
to report him completely recovered
"When we boast so much of
soon.
Accurate
neutrality, we seem to think
Mrs. L. B. Lassiter continues le
WORKMANSHIP
that neutrality is a high and
improve from a deep cold, and i:.
wonderful attitude, whereas,
At Low CORE
some.
able
to
be
out
as a matter of fact, there Is
Watches, Clocks & Time Pieces
Mr. Carl Fagan is convalescing
no such thing as pure neuof All Rinds Accurately Refrom an illness. lie was very ill
trality and if there was it
paired at Low Cost by—
would not be worthy of much
for several days.
ANDREWS
praise. In everything in life
Children and grandchildren gathJEWELRY COWART
we are either for it or against
.
;•
%Tr. Dick Farm It more or less and, therefore,
that shows that we are neutral about nothing. It was
Dr. Jonnson's wish that "no
part of life be spent in a state
of neutrality or indifference."
The Greeks passed a- law
against it. Dante had a particular place in lila Dell for
the hypocrites and the neus.
hat Is a neutral?
''Indeed, a neutral is one
who Ls neither high nor low,
rich nor poor, positive nor
negative, good nor evil, male
nor female—a neutral 13
nothing!"

$5

Pam Prices Crest to Parlfl
But it seems clear that the financial results of this season's farm
operations will be the best In many
years. The buying power of farm
products, as measured by the ratio
of prices received by farmers to
prices paid by them for commodities used, has risen sharply in the
last few months and in August was
exactly equal to the average for
the 1910-14 "parity" period. With
taxes, interest and farm wages included among prices paid, however.
the ratio was slightly below parity. Prices of a number of important products were above parity—
including beef cattle, hogs, chickens. butterfat, wool, veal calves,
lambs and some kinds of tobacco.
Cotton prices are close to parity.
The further price advances of recent weeks may have brought the
general average already alace the
parity level. If not, a comparatively slight additional rise will suffice to do so.
The parity price of a farm product, simply stated. is the price
that bears the same relation to
prices paid by farmers as in 191°14 (1920-29) for tobacco and potatoes).
The most striking feature of the
upward price movement in farrn
products is that it Eas occurred,
v.•ith few exceptions, in the face of
large supplies and very low foreign demand. The physical quantity of farm products exported in
the past year is only about onethird of that a year ago; and it
seems that, in the absence of unforeseen developnients, no radical
change in the situation is in pros-

AUSTIN SPRINGS NEWS

What Is a Neutral?

Old Papers For Sale
Bundle 5c

trajw

FULTON COUNTY NEWS

Temperatures Are Going

DOWN

to'4

and'3.44

ALL SIZES in

Agricultural Income this year is
Himont certain to reach the higheet
toted since 1828, and may be the
trained in more thim twenty years,
elate,. the Guaranty Tried Compeny ef New Yolk
dincuseing the
war time poxition of agriculture in
the (aimed
of The Guaranty
Survey, its monthly review of buminesa and finencial conditions in
thin country and abroad.
Farm Hamm. ix one of the meet
important feeler. In the general

pact as long SS tho war continues
The recently enacted law pro V111111111 for mandatory crop loans
...pint to 85 per cent of parity prices to growers of cotton, coin,
wheat, tobacco and rice seems to
been the most powerful shoo
II. factor underlying the Ahern re...
in prices of farm product'. thut
gen in April. The making of such
hems im virtually equivalent to the
fixing of minimum prices, imaxmuch
am the farmer.. receive the stipulilted amount and, unless the market mire Is higher than ths loan
fgiure, simply leave the loan unpaid mid allow the Government le
take title to the product.

Prepare your Car NOW for WINTER DRIVING
,

11

Here Are Some Safely Rules To Go By:
TO KNOW WHAT TO DO IS

WISDOM
SKILL
SERVICE

TO KNOW'HOW TO DO IT IS

TO DO THE THINGS AS THEY SHOULD BE DONE IS

Let us do your repair vvork to have it done

by experienced

mechanics and you'll be convinced of the truth

and

expert

of these pointed sayings.

We are equipped for all manner of work and our prices

are

such

that

you'll return.

Auto Sales Co.
Mayfield Highway

Phone 12

Fulton, Ky.

("N.
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SPARE THAT TREEI vitigN

*DEATHS
(Continued from Page 1)

&riffUi

3111gt`I'S

were pres-

MRS. ELLA CUTSIIALL
ent last Sunday night.
Mrs Ella Cutehall, OH years of
The Paducah Mixed Quartet will
age, died Sunday at 12:05 u.
at
have its t•oncert at the church. in
the
t • of her daughter, Mrs.
place of the school building as statRob Taylor, one mile east of Cayce,
ed last week. Funds will be used
following an illness iif pneumonia.
to pay ftir • new stove for the
Funeral services were held Monchurch. You are invited to be presday aftertioen at Harmony church
ent Friday night Oonight) at the
by the pastor, Rev. Hopper. Interchurch.
ment Wati ill the church cemetery.
Mrs. BUti Melvin was operated
Pallbearers wero Neely 'loudenon for appendicitis last Sunday
pyle, Owen Sells, Arthur Brown,
night in the Haws Clinic.
Lon Brown, Fred Wade and Lee
Mrs. Claud Crutchfield has been
Roper. Flower girls were Magdyreal sick for the past few daym.
line Sella, LOWS(' Paschall, Lucille
Claud Demons is improving in
Arrington and Linda Mae Haynes.
the
C hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. Joe Faulkner is improving
I Mrs. Cutshall vvas first married
Mr. and Mrs. David Edwards and
to Robert Arrington and to this
son left for Detroit last Saturday
union were born nine children, who
morning after a week's visit with
, survive l'hey are: Herman, Malrelatives here.
colm, Erneet laid J. C. Arrington,
Mr. Paul Claw' visited Mre. Rea
all of Akron. Ohio; Gilbert ArringCrutchfield last Sunday.
ton of Dexter,
Mrs. Rob TayMrs. Sallie DeMyer visited Mrs.
lor of Cayce, Mts. Arnie Brown of
Ruby Heisler last Sunday afterCrutchfield, Mrti. Clan Williams of
noon.
Sturgis, Ky., and Miss Ella Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dunn and Mr.
Arrington of Akroii. She also leaves
and Mrs. J. W. Dunn of Union City
a brother, Dariti Brown, of Memwere the last Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Dunn.
Mrs. Cutshall was a niember of
Mr. ancl Mrs. Tom Frazier vimited
the Harmony cloo,l, for
many
relatives in Greenfield tart Sunday.
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Dedmon and
Mr. and Mrs. Will Britton and
daughter, Montez, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Flowers of Hickman last
Sunday.
Rev. A. W. Porter of Greenfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Faulkner
Tenn., filled his first appointment
were visitors in Harris last Saturat Johnson Grove Sunday. There
SY
day.
will be prayer meeting every TuesMrs. Jim Dunn v OA Mrs. H. L.
tlidarisZathlak",0
.af
day night and the public is invited.
Lynch last Sunday .(lemma.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Next Tuesday a W. M. S. will be
Mrs. Arch Cardwell visited her
TEACHERS COLLEGE
organized.
sister. Mrs. Claud Crutchfield, last
BOWLING GREEN, KY.
Mrs. Toni Reece is able to be up
Monday. Mrs:. Sallie DeMyer was
"HORSE ANIS BUGGY DOCTOR '
sometimes they had a after a wet•k's illness.
also a visitor of Mrs. Crutchfield
Like several other nollions of solid basis in medical knowledge.
on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith were
Mrs.
L. Lynch visited Mrs. people, I read and enjoyed Dr. Ar- She, of course. ddi not know the Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
Malcolm Henderson last Friday af- thur llortzlres HORSE AND BUG- difference between the two kinds. and Mrs. Lil Dedmon on Route 2
GY DOCTOR. Though he was born Her successors are numerous and
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford and
Mrs. Nina Lenox visited Mrs. late enough to become a modern make a paying thing out of their son. Kenneth, of Dyersburg spent
physician and surgeon, he certainly quackery. The human being locos
Ethna Smotherman last week.
Sunday with Mrs. Alford's mother,
Dr. L. D Bell is planning a visit gives a good picture of the old- to be hoodooeci and pays for a Mrs. Mattie Rogers.
fashioned
chance
doctor,
to
be
duped.
just
as
true
a
Whenever
picwe
to Mayfield in a few days. He is
Mrs. Doris Lacewell of Fulton
expecting to spend some time there. ture of a Kentucky doctor as of laugh at our ancestors for their
has been spending a few days with
one
from
devotion
Kansas.
to
Granny,
Benides
it would be
the fasMrs. Toni Frazier called on Mrs.
her sister, Mrs. Cecil Lacewell.
Bettie Edwards, Mrs. George Brit- cinating portrait of the doctor the well to check up on our own town
Tom Reece has been suffering
ton and Mrs. Ruby Heisler last book also reveals the psychology first.
from an infected foot.
of the doctor's patients, especially
Monday evening.
Fortunately, old-time quacks were
Mrs. Alton Smithson of DyersMr. Will Dowell of Martin was the patients of a half century ago. afraid of cutting into the human
a visitor in Harris last Monday and Nothing was more obvious then' flesh. It is doubtful whether any- burg and Mrs. Macon Stubblefield
took dinner in the school kitchen. than the faith the multitude had in body in my entire acquaintance be- of Union City were Sunday guests
Don't forget the concert tonight traditional remedies Though peo- fore I left Fidelity in 1906 had ever of Mrs. Smithson's parents, Mr.
at the Methodist Church at 7:45 o'- ple sent for the doctor, or later tele- had an internal operation. The reg- and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Miss Helen Rogers is on the sick
phoned him, many a time they reclock.
ular doctors were quite as afraid
list.
fused to take his medicine and, as
the quacks. Many a life was lost
consequently, had an alibi for not
in this vvay and many others were
HAWS CLINIC
paying him for his trouble.
saved. With no knowledge of germs ical practice I often run across acThat reminds me of vvhat my and iadth only elementary notions counts of diseases that one never
Ila Mae Allen continues the same.
hears of now. That does not mean
Willie Sheridan has been dis- father, an old country doctor, al- about infection and cleanliness. the
that we have changed the names,
missed after an appendix opera- ways said about the efficacy of his older doctors really took a life into
medicine. If some old granny came their hands vvhen they performed either, but that with even the santion.
itation now practiced several formPaul Mo..is, who was admitted in to nurse the sick immediately , necessary operations. Strong coner scourges have practically vanfor treatment. has been dismissed. after the doctor's visit. tier advice stitutions and natural immunities
ished. Most of these are forms of
Teddy Ledbetter, who underwent and remedies would have preced- saved the lives of some of the painfection that rubber gloves used
an appendectomy, has been dis- ence over what the medical man tients. It was -asy for Granny and
had said. Her memory of the a- doctor alike to account for the by the surgeon or various methods
missed.
of disinfecting have prevented. I
Bill Day of McConnell is improv- mazing effect of ,certain herbs or deathof others: the wrong time of
teas left no doubt in the mind of the moon, too much or too little cannot help wishing that some of
ing.
the people who suffered at the
Mrs. Marvin Laird and daughter the patient and family that she bleeding. bad night air. constituhands of walling but ignorant doccould work wonders. Dr. Hertzler tional weakness.
have been dismissed.
tors might have lived long enough
Dorothy Carol Greer. daughter of laughingly says that sometimes the
In reading books on earlier med- to meet and know modern surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Greer of granny's remedies did no worse
Clinton. a:as disrnissed after a ton- and no better than his own, since
the patient got well or died of hist
sil operation.
L. L. Evanson of Union City, own accord. Undoubtedly the oldRoute 6, was dismissed after a fasfiloned skietor often failed in
make his giving of calomel and tonsil operation.
Mrs. George Gaines. who under- quinine a mystical affair, a kind.
went a major operation, is improv- of voodoo. Probably if he had made
a few mysterious signs and proing.
Mrs. Cora Jackson of Dukedom nounced some strange vvords, even
e
Grannss would have been convinced
is improving after an operation.
Mrs. Bud Melvin, who under- Getting medicine out of some clean
went an appendix operation, is get- bottles or boxes vvas just too much.
Quackery of all sorts thrived in
ting along nicely.
e wish to announce to our friends and
Mrs. Let,nard Harding of Hick- olden times. but it rarely charged
man is doing fine after an append- anything for its remedies. Many an
customers, that we are now located at
old granny got her pay through the
ectomy.
Mrs. Hester McConnell of Hick- pleasure she obtained from thwartthe new Gulf Service Station, corner Carr and
man. who was admitted for treat- ing the plans of the doctor man
Her remedies were often perfectl
ment. has been dismissed.
Toy Lee Hicks is improving afLake streets, and invite the motor public to visRelieves Distress From-N
ter a major operation.

paign td help Uncle Sam set more
milk, eggs, pork, fruits and wage..
nods pay mi profits. tables
Enipty
Fitt:Imre who volunteer their help
To make the best Utle of Gatti, vitt
Will without waste.
in producing the increatted quanEat'll adult person needs the e
Mien of hogs, eggs, evaporated
(1111Valvtll of 715 pounds of salsa. milk, tlry skimmilk, chee as and
tables
year to furnish the proper chickens sought in the 1042 Defense
nutrition
Program will have the prutection
Comity farm and home agents of Federal legislation *against prita
are leading an educational cam- collapses until Deretols•r 31, 1942
__

SILO SIMPKINS SAYS

fog YOUR MfillifY
You yet more for your money —two
waya.when you buy ['opal-Cola.Mor•
fine flavor, end more actual drink.
Each Pepsi-Cola bottle holds 121.111
ounces. Two good retutons why "fh•
swing's io P•psi-Cola." Take home
the handy 4-bottle cotton today.

PIERCE NEWS

Kentucky rolidore

We Invite'You to' Visitl
Os at the Gulf Station

Pepsi-Cola is made by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long bdand
Bottled localiv by Fulton Pety.i-Coa Bottling Company. City, N. V

Fulton Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.

TURKEYS
WANTED
Get in touch with us when your turkeys are
ready for market.

Swift & Co.
Phone 66

Fulton, Ky.

W

may eactle the Heart
Oat Impel la Or ratorl 011.1 NV Set
181,-tregtor es Ur Mart trim At Ur Ws rum at
Slitama nun eta sal alma lama to Salaam
Waft to at ma Rua Ns lasaille tat mato a Or
IltrINAuttaf ferliklass lowr ter amsrataut
ef Nark Itaarstalty.
IPTIMIMAL amml
Mai-am attar. Mum bask us tad male
Maw
Ina el al alla Mama
_

MUSCULAR
RHEUMATIC PAIN

Soreness and Stiffness
I \ ou need to rub en spew,'.. . =oath.og "COUTITIMR-IltittrANT- tate Iliat atokto quickly roliove neuritis,theymatie whom end pains. Better than
a MIAOW/ plaster to help break
.1. eatafal local coozesticel

Which Makes You
Tired, Nervous!
Hundreds of thousands of women
who suffer distress
of functional
110111
monthly disturbance, -ache. backache. cramps.
of "irregularities",a bloated
ing. so tired, weak — have '
tained wonderful relief ft
such symptoms by taking
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Lydia Pinitham'sCompcnani Ls
famous for relieving month'
and &stress. Taken n
larly — it helps build up re,-•
sure against such weak, tired
cranky feelings—due to this
cause.
Lydia Pinitham's Compound Ls
one medieine
ran buy today
m.de
s.(let
no!ile tcs:ay from your druizeist.
Follow label direction.s. WORTH
TRYTNO!
•

-g.asisks.,do
0.1;MiiiiiA*Nok

Co.,: ...Is

"The Fruits of Labor"

it us.

'
000 FEMALE
INDIGESTION WEAKNESS

Russians
were established in
Alaska long before the American
Revolution.
—

Let us service your car. Good Gulf Gasoline
and Motor Oils. Lubrication, Washing and Polishing, and Anti-Freeze for the Radiator.

Remember Us for Service

I

GULF SERVICE STATION
DONALD PERRY, Prop.
Corner Carr and Lake Sts.

Fulton, Ky.

America still stands foremost as the
land
of opportunities. In this land
of
work and toil that they may share plenty, men
in the treasures of American soil.
But now that harvest time is
passing, You
might turn your attention to
winter feeding.
Home-grown grain, alone, will not
feeding problems in bad winter solve your
phone your grocer for a supply months. So
of Browder
Feeds today.
Always specify Flour or Feeds
made and
Guaranteed by

Browder Milling
Company

a
At

4
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STATISTICS ON DRAFT
1.f Ilickmati--J. D. McNeall, C. E.
sistently. There is no doubt that well as can be expected.
AND MEN IN SLKVICE
Mikel, R. G. Prather,
1.encli, E.
int talon has started rolling in this, Frank Provow in improving.
ROBBING
THE
NEST
;room rus..roN COUNTY Thomas, W. 11. Dunn, J. H.
Pickcountry. It is just a question of ! Mrs. Milton Callihan and daugif--ett, J. A. Chilton, D. L. Tankershow far it will go. Unless Congress ter are getting along fine.
(Continued from Page I)
ley, J.
Stnith, V. A. Adams, C.
is willing to look at this problem
June Bowlin of Dresden has been
dox, T. T. Prnvow, J Christopher,
McNeill, J. B. Fields, L. W.
as the Canadian Government has, admitted tor treatment.
W. V. Ilainninek, L. T. Bonds, C. Vance, II. Coffey, Fred Coffey, W.
Mrs. Julia Rawls continuei to
and regulates wages and prices
rilller, 0. D. Ilryant, C. A. ShelRhodes, T. W. Blackwell.
without any thought of politics, we improve.
ton,
W.
Brawner, II. M. Wright,
E. I,. Johnson, W. L. Fry, A. E.
nriay see some real inflation.
Mc11(1111111., Jr., W. P. Ilepler,
L. It. F. Allen. E. B. Porter. T.
WELL, WHY SHOULDN'T
Mangold, F. S. Norman, D. R. Iver, It. E. Miller. S. L. Scott, D. H.
*I. C. NEWS
N(00 WIN MST rglZE ATi
Clemenbi, D. Boulton, N. A. Manx- Slade, F. M. C. Usher, 1'. D. Moore,
THe BABY SHOW- YOU
field, CL E. Duty, E. W. -Everett, L II. I.. Collins, R. T. Homan, E. C.
T. K. Williams, superintendent,
RE gAiSED ON MILK FPOM
Wiley, W. II. Green, II It Arm- Pullen, II. It. Snow, H. F Howard,
Paducah, was in Fulton Tuesday
FULTON PURI MILK CO.
J.
Lynch,
T.
H.
McIver,
W.
H.
Fishbruster, E. L. Lunsford, V. D. Counnight.
cil, G. H. Miller, J. O. Bates, T. J. er; offier points—W. B. Harrison,
K. E. Dawson, trainmaster. and
Crafton, G. Stobaugh, S
Roper, W Evans, II. 11. Kemp, M. William R. C. Pickering, clerk, were in
Pafford, W. C. Sloan, I..
R. L. Rice, C. S. Raybarn, D. L. /Mil, E.
Memphis Monday.
Bynum, C. Neely, W. M. Hindman, A Brown, W. A. Cloys.
H. K. Buck, trainmaster, S. C.
Marine Corps--J. P. Cavender,
I.. V. Kupfrr, C. W. East, J.
Jones, assistant trainnuaster, and
J. G. Leath, C. C. Watters, J. E.
Veatch.
Thomas Allen, clink, were in JackII. Wilson, G. P. Hurt, A. W. McKinnon, R. Henry, A. C. Robson Monday.
(Green, D. G. Hargrove, J. A. John- ertson, R. W. Alexander.
E. E. Beightol, traveling engin
son, O. F Ray, T. E. Hicks, C. E.
Cnast Guard—B. .1. Newton, G.
err, Paducah, was in Fulton Mon
Gardner, R. 11 Crider, I. L. Bur- M Cannon, J. M. Jones.
(lay night.
keen, K. 0. Readnour, C. C. Lusk,
I W. If. Purcell, supervisoi was M
P. J. Jackson, W. is knioi, R. R.
Milan Tuesday.
Forgery, .1. II. Blair, E. J. Dotson,
C H. Crews, supervieor of B. a
E. Bryan, B. Hopper,
E. S Lyons.
----, Water Valley, was in Fulton (,
S. F. Hainan, W. L. Junior, W. I,.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Wednesday.
W. Hutchison, J. I. GraLowery,
10:00 a.m.—Sunday School, Bob
Chris Damian°, fuel engine( I
Harris, superintendent.
ham, F. A. Riddle.
was in Louisville Tuesday.
10:50 a.m.--Morning Worship.
M Campbell, C. W. Lankford,
I. D. Holmes, supervisor, DyerPlume 8I3-J
A. I). Langford, R. G. Carver, C. B. 6:30 p. m —Evening Worship.
burg, was in Fulton Thursday.
Eld C. L. Houser, Minist r
Vance, P. J. Rice, C. H. Poyner, K.
F. L. Thompson, vice president
E. Stowe, R. T. Hutchens, J. R.
and C. M. Chumley, chief enginWhirls, H. C. Brown.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. Armond Calvert, Pastor.
eer, Chicago, were in Fulton ThinsLiNt of volunteers through reg9:45 a.m.—Church School, Dr. J.
day.
ular enlistment or acceptance of L. Jones, superintendent.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
C. I. Van Arsdalen, division en
comrnissions:
11:00 a. m.—Morning Worship.
gineer, Carbondale, was here E Er
C Omai,
Navy—H. C. Greer.
6:00 p. m.—Youth Groups.
"Put off concerning the former
Thursday.
7:30 p. m.—Evening Worship.
E. F. Cook. M. E. Mullins, M. HowW. M Saunders, round Kowa
ell, B. M. Taylor, J. A. Matheny, Wednesday evening, 7:30 p. m.— conversation the old man, which
IS corrupt, according to the deforeman, Bluford, was in Fult,.
E. G. Carter. R. L. Cantrell, G. D. Mid-week prayer service.
—and-- -ceitful lusts; and be renewed in
Wednesday, enroute from Memph.
White, E. Butran, B. C. Todd, M. E.
Rev. Loyal O. Hartman, Pastor
the spirit of your mind." These
to Bluford.
Solomon, J. V. McClanahan, A. S.
Glenn Davis, supervisor, Ree.v( Qualls, M. F. Croft, all of Fulton; CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN words from Ephesians comprise the
Golden Text to be used Sunday,
ville, was in Fulton Thuesday.
C. T. Isbell, J. R. Peavler, H. T.
CHURCH
Miss Mattie Walker, nurse at th(•
Lattus, G F. Brockwell, W. A. Bush, 9:45 a.m.—Sunday School, Ford November 9, 1941, in all Churches
of Christ, Scientist, branches of The
C. hospital, Paducah, was in FulM. Shelton, C. B. Trail, G. McDon- Lansden, superintendent.
We test Tubes FREE
Mother Church, The First Churc',
ton Monday morning.
ald, B. P. Lovelace, H. L. Chum11:00 a.m.—Morning Service.
By
of Christ Scientist, in Bost.o.
W. II. Street, trainmaster, Blu
and sell RCA Victor
IleSS, R. C. Rose, M. D. Hughes, S.
7:30 p.m.—Evening Service.
Frederick
Stamm,
Economist
Mass.
ford, was here Thursday.
Tubes for all radios.
D. Dodds, L. E. Ellis. C. B. Bailum,
Director of Adult ltdueatitm
REV. E. R. I.ADD, Pastor
The subject of the Lesson-SerF. B. Johnson, W. B. Jennings, J.
UNIVERSITY
OF
LOUISVILLE
mon will be "Adam and Fallen
FULTON HOSPITAL
E. Brice, S. G. Ellegood, D. L. Lock,
Flats's' BAPTIST CHURCH
E Coleman, F. Owen, L. Neal, H. 9:45 a.m—Sunday School, E. E Man." Included among the ScripMount,
superintendent.
The Canadian Government last
tural selections will be :"And God
Mrs. R. W. Bushart and daughter
R. Snow, I.. A. Smithmier, all of
10:50 a. tr.. — Morning service. saw everything that
he had made, week imposed a strict price and are doing fine.
Hickman; R. E. Nugent*, J. A. Batts,
Subject,
"What
Think
Ye
of
and, behold, it was very good." w.age ceiling (ni all agricultural and
W. N. Brasfield
of Hickman,
"FULTON'S ONLY COML. K. Murphy. all of Crutchfield; Christ?"
manufactured products as well as Route 4, continues to improve.
PI.ETE RADIO SERVICE"
(Genesis 1:31).
R. II. Powell, J. E. Ross, of Cayce.
5 p. ma-Vesper service. Subject,
on all labor. These anti-inflation
Leaman Edwards underwent a
Army—of Fulton: vir C. BinkPhone 201
452 Lake St.
"Go
Forward."
measures have been characterized major operation and is doing as
TRY THIS METHOD
ley, O. G. Fowlkes, A. B. Browder.
6:15 p. m.—B. T. U., Clifton
H. L. Collins, R. D.
W T
FOR ROAST TURKEY by some as the "strictest economic
Hamlett, director.
regimentation yet attempted in any
MeCrite, O. R. Milner, P. T. GregThere will be a B. T. U. training
democratic country." It may be
The usual
ory, O. T. Owen. K. M. Brewing- course
American
"turkey
taught every night next
time" is approaching—which means "economic regimentation," but we
ton, W T. Holifield, J. E. Smith, week,
Monday through Friday. at
anytime after the first frost. The must recognize at once its fairness
R. T. Nugent. W. P. Weirs Ma C. the 'church.
Berry, R. G. Moore. ra:—F. Chilpoultry to all classes--farmers, industrialWednesday evening, 7 p. m.— University of Kentucky
section says that the turkey sup- ists. labor.
ton, L.. W. Reynolds. M. DaStephen- Teachers' and Officers
meeting.
son, C. J. Bradley. A. t. Undertotals 33 million , Wage ceilings now in effect in
Wednesday evening. 7:30 p. m.— ply this year
wood, G. M. McKenzie, R. E. Hawks, Midweek prayer
birds; that is, about one turkey for' all war industries will be extendservices.
every family in America. During ed on November 15th to cover all
O. G. Fowlkes, G. B. Forehand. R.
We carry a wide assortment of patterns in
REV. E. A. AUTREY, Pastor
1933-41. the number of turkeys industry. The Government. realR. Gafford, J. C. Williamson, J. C.
new WALL PAPERS. Come in and see our
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
raised has gone up about 10 mil- ' izing labor's distaste for wage ceilLawson. Jr . A. E. Owen, G. R.
9:45 a.m.—Sunday School, Chas. lion.
extensive displays before you buy.
Cooper. W. Junior Olmutz Lock, J.
ings. softened the blow somewhat
Chilton, Jr., F. Via, E. P. Fry, T. L. Gregory, superintendent.
Asked for approves! recipes for by assurances of bonuses to cover
10:50 a. m.—Morning service.
Berry, B. L. Newton, G. M. Canroasting turkeys, the home econom- increases in the cost of living.
311 p. m —Evening service.
non, J. C. Crockett, C. H. Heyics department of the College of
The Canadian farmers also disREV. WILLIAM WOODBURN,
wood, C. Fortner, J. V. Long. E. E.
Agriculture and Home Economics ! like price fixing as much as our
Pastor suggests the following:
Mount, Jr., E. H. Roberts. J. C.
farmers do, but the Government
ST. EDWARD CATHOLIC
Parker, P. J. Durbin, W. O. Shankthat no price measure
Select a young turkey 12 ta 14 realized
Fulton. ICy.
CHURCH
le, Jr., F. A. C. Thompson, E. S.
pounds in weight, preferably a could be effective vvithout includ9:30 a. m.—Mdss on first, third
W..aver. F.. M Jolley, J. R. Allison:
hen. As to stuffing, some prefer it ing farm commodities.
- and fifty Sundays.
—
moist and others dry: some v.ath
Price ceilings will be set Nov7:30 a. m.—Mass on second and
sage. some without. In any case. it ember 17th. The ceiling will bs
fourth Sundays.
is better to have the turkey clean- , the maximum
prices or rates
FATHER CARRICO, Pastor
from common colds
ed. stuffed and trussed the day be- charged during the four weeks from
fore cooking. Rub the outside gen-: September 15th to October Ilth of
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST
erously with flour and butter, and; this ear. This stops price rise and
CHURCH
with some salt and pepper. Place covers everything you can think
r,..x.y beCreomulaton reheves
Service
every
Saturday.
Keld
cau:e it goes right to th, ....•
II*
in a hot oven for 20 minutes: theta • of. It places a ceiling on food9:00 a. m.—Young People's Mistrouble to help loosen ai.M expel germ
reduce the temperature to 375 de- stuffs, clothing. fuel. rent. electriladen phlegm. and aid ni"Ve tn s-nottw
Volunteer Society, Mrs.
end heal raw.tender inflamed bronchial sionary
grecs, and baste frequently until city, gas, water. telephone, teleMorris,
Lively
Leader.
mimous membranes Tell your druggist
tender. Allow 15 to 18 minutes per graph, tailoring. railway. bus and
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsien with
9:30 a. m.--Sabbath School. Roy
the understanding you niust like the
pound for young turkey. and 20 to airplane fares, plumbing, dry cleanway it quickly allays the courh or you Taylor. Superintendent.
25 minutes for a mature one.
ing, and the supply of meals and
sire to have your money bad(
, 10:45 a. m.—Missionary program.
refreshments. etc.
Eli Layton, assistant Elder, in
Japanese fishermen are now , Canada has applied this rigid
For Coughs Chest Colds, Bronchitis charge.
catching less expensive but more law because its Government
sees
11 .00 a. m.—Moniing Worship.
nutritiee fishes. according to the the danger of inflation symptoms
Wednesday evening. 7-30 p. m.—
Department
of
Commerce.
DON'T LET
here, wtrhout knocking down the
Prayer Meeting.
The United States. during the political fences they have built up
Come to the friendly church and
second quarter of 1940, imported back fiome. Ever since the begin receive a fellowship welcome.
SLOW YOU UP
2.697.053 pounds of rapeseed, or rung of this war. wages. prices
J. Wesley Richardson, Elder.
•When bowels are doggish — when yeti
colza, oiL
the cost of living have risen 1.,
Let's talk turkey about your car greasing,
teel irritable, headachy end everything
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE'
you do is an effort—de as millions folks
says Karl Kimberlin.
rp,tern
do. Chew FEEN-A-MINT.
m.—Morntrig service.
11:00
a
chewing gum laxative. VEEN A MINT
Winter change for a modern automobile
Wednesday Evening 7:30 p m.—
looks and tastes lik^ your fav. rit•
—you'll like its fresh mint flavor Simply
should be done by an experiences] operator: using
Mid-week services.

CHURCHES

FULTON PURE MILK CO.

Radio
Service
LOWEST PRICES

4Aoney

BEST QUALITY
GUARANTEED
BENNETT
ELECTRIC

MODERNIZE ...
... RE-PAPER

Exchange Furniture Co.

Beware Coughs

Thanksgiving Is Near!

That Hang On

wisv

CREOMULSION

CONSTIPATION

thew FEEN A-MINT at bedtime sleep
without being disturbed — nest m. ming
gentle, cflis- tive relief. You'll lett like •
million, full of your old pep ilg‘111 A generous family supply of EEEN•A-MINT

costs only toe.

loo
FEEN-A-MINT

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
9.45 a ni —Sunday School Chas.
Burgess. superintendent.
11:00 a. m.—Preaching servIce y
'!.e pastor.
6:00 p. in —Junior service.
6:30 p m —N. Y. P. S. service.
Bring your family and friends
!to these services.

Chiropractic Health
Service

DR. A. C. WADE
Carver Graduate Chiropractor
My work Is not limited to the
SPINE
Phone--Residence 314. Holm
9 to 5 and by appointment
222 lAke SL—Faltan, Ky.
SUARAMTI I

Olt Tat Mt lite

ARM

CO

te best equipment. It should be done on a lift.
Anything less than the best winter change endangers the car and the safety of the driver and
passengers.
Change Now With Shell Perfected Way
Save Money. Worry and Repairs
At Fulton's most modern and best equipped
lubrication room we are giving the maximum
in car care and lubrication at prices no higher
than those for the ordinary job.
We take the guess work out of greasing.
Save your time. We call for and deliver cam
Ready for hardest winter driving.

Dos's musk in Pub* Om% Com
whk
Yee
a bee of delicious Smith
Beadier,
Cough,
Drops. (Bla,:k or Menthol, M

Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
containing VITAMIN A

oaly drops
Vitamin k

Sees

*

Wed

ewe

1E'

.. co

\

31

,
slenciroay.

MASS

your teeth shine lik• the stars *
... use Calox Tooth Powder
Mans of flollynood's brightest st•ra are Calei to help Isring
out the natural lustoe of their teeth and you ran rely on
Cato% too. Pure. wholesome. ple•santsasting. approsed h•
Gocal lieu.ekeepiaa Bureau. Vise tested ingredient, blen.l. I
according to the fornsula of a foremost denial author,
snake calet an economical tooth ponder that can)
tooth enamel. Get l'alos today al coin dry. store. 1 "it
aitea, from
to $1.25.
M.Kess,^

R

Super Shell Service Sta.
Karl Kimberlin. Prop.
Corner Carr and Fourth
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 9176
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
The Fulton County

News

J. Paul Duihart, Mga. Editor

tin, ARNINTICE IS OVER

f

WATCH HIDDEN IS YEARS

hidden in the dust for a decade.

THE FORUM

Those of us %%Ito remember ArIn the recent nationwide drive
Ten years ago J. R. Strickland of
mistice Day 1918 recall not merely
vtar planes, apMI1111111111 for
watch
his
lost
Iowa,
Parkersburg,
the wild excttement with which
his proxmiately 14,000,000 pounds of
Hect•ntly
attached.
chain
with
June
matter
class
second
Intered as
the news was greeted, but even
By J. PAUL RUSHART, Editor
dust bag aluminum has been contribuWd—
311., 1999, at the poat office at Fulton.
more the deep sense of relief and wife took a long•tmused
cleaner
und anti that is not a complete return.
vacuum
front
an
old
1879.
3,
March
Ky., under the act of
the keen rapture at tht• thought of
A column conducted for newt, views aid
junk pile. A man
the
blase('
it
in
peace. We felt that not only this
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
In plants, anniods last only one
asked if lie might have it, and car•
conunents, in which readers of The News
war but all wars wt•re over.
BUSthetts Notices and Political Cards
ried it away. A short later he re- year; perennials last more than
But
as
the
years
have
come
and
are invitee to participate. Mail contribucharged at the rotes specified by
watch. It had been two years.
gone, we have et•lebrated Armistice ' turned with the
advertising department.
tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper.
Day more and more solenuily, in
the belated realization that "ArmSubscription rates radius of 20 W. E. Jackson, pharmacist at De- , rising steadily. The stores of Amer istice" truly meant "the tempormiles of Fulton $1.50 a year. ElseMyer Drug Store. was telling me ica have rt•ached the point whet., ary cessation of hostilities."
where $2.00 a year.
about a business venture he and no major additional econontit•s ar. We wanted peace and we sought
STOP FOOLING OURSELVES
several other West Kentuckians possible, iind where tht•y can no it by compromise and equivocation.
took stuck in. Thest, gentlemen in- longer keep in business without in- We overlooked th efact that thet•t•
It is reported that the Federal vested several hundred dollars in creasing the price charged the con- is—there can be—no truce in Ili,
Government is contemplating the. an all-grain combine and harvest- sinner.
fight between right and wrong.
expenditure of more than $2.000,. er, attachable tu a mower A few
In most industrial and agriculOurs was the task of bearing
genof
the
machines were built by a tural fields, the cost of labor is a
000 dollars to erect an electric
high the torch of liberty. Of st•eing
erating plant in Central Kentucky , Johnson City firm and one was re- , vt•ry largt• part of the total cost that the light of freedom dispelled
for the purixise of supplying elect- cently tried out. It seems now that of production. It is reflected in the darkness of oppression. Wt• did ,
THEY ARE MODEMS AND
ric service to tveelve rural electric the patented machine is likely to Ow cost of all connnodities, all MS- not ask of those who died from i
SAFE IN DAYTIME BUT
cooperatne corporations. It seems prove valuable and will go on the terials, all supplies. How can tht•re whence they came or by what faith
AT NIGHT THEY ARE
to us that this move is not consist- market. The apparatus is econoniienSt StabilitY Under thOSO Cir- they lived. They were soldiers iit
AS 01350LETE
ent
ith the primary purpose of cal in cost, and will do the job of entostances 'without wagt• stability?,
A MODEL T
a battle for Democracy. Ours vi•a•.
the rural electrification program. !much won? expensive and more The plain truth is that all talk of
1—still is—the task of keeping that
According to the Public Service complicated machines as on the
kable price ceilings is idle un- Democracy alive so that their sac
Commission of Kentucky; there is, market now.
Wagi' ceilings are considered rifice might not have been in vain
power
enough
eli•etric
Jackson
has
made
many
Mr.
more than
as well. The sooner labor tinder-1 We have not yet fulfilled our
increasing
de- fi lends here since coming to Ful- stands that, the better for all. Price task. And today the fight is on ain the state, despite
minis brought on by the defense ton and they wish him success in control is price dictatorship. And' new between the forces of oppres• t
program. Facts reveal that adequate his venture with the new patt•nt. labor must accept wage dictator- sion and aggression and the forces
is already
generating capacity
ship by government. if government , of democracy and freedom. We
all
the
a%ailable
to
meet
We were amazed at the taxes is forced to establish price dicta- 1 have a faith to keep with those
electric needs of the co-operative that are being paid by the Ken., torship.
who have gone before. Tolerance,
corporations at approximately lc lucky Utilities Company during
justice, equality, freedom, demo, 44.FEW OF
per kilowatt-hour. Competent en- 1940. A few days ago while talking
_seir.L.---' OOR MOST MODERN
It seems to us that it is time to cracy—are not just words. They
gineers estimate that electric en- with Ford Lansden, manager of stop ta•hipping the devil around a were ideals for which men died—
H/GHWAYS HAVE A/VY
:II(
'
ergy would bc higher from the pro- the local power office. he brought
MORE L/61-17- THAN THOSE
stump. We mean that the various they are ideals by which we must
OVER
WHICH
THE COACHES ROLLED
posed plant. and would not improve out some interesting facts. Direct
governmental agencies should stop live if the faith is to be kept.
200 YEARS AGOquality of the service, which ser- 1,ixes paid by this company during
The armistice is over and this
finding so many excuses by ta•hich
vice is now admittedly satisfactory the past year totaled $1.320,142 or
°RUE WE HAVE
to spend more money that must e- time there must be no stopping beVASTLY IMPROVED HEADLIGHTS BUT THEY'RE
and acceptable.
$3,617 a day. This. of course, does ventually come out of the taxpay- fore the final victory is won. We
NOT ADEQUATE TO ALL MODERN
So it is extremely doubtful that not include hidden taxes, which we er's pockets. And, to cap it all off, must finish the job. We must fight
CONDITIONS* MA.TOR HEAVILY
this Federal money is being spent •111 Pa.V and don't knov.,- much a- much of this effort is in direct on to the bitter end—until tht•
TRAVELLED ROADS ARE
fur the purpose of improving the hout We can see why the state of competition with private oidustry forces of evil are completely con MODERN ONLY WHEN PI-20service, or to save the people Tennessee has been having trouble and oftentimes these industries or quered for all time.
VIDEO WITH SAFETY LIGHTING
money. Such a move would set, hal:theme its buciget m..ith the inno- efforts are duplications of services
further precedent by which the ; %atom of TVA and the elimination already being rendered by private'
IN WNW MONTHS 5 OUT OF
Two crops of potatoes are frt.government enters in direct com- of private owned power plants. concerns.
7FATAL/77E5 OCCUA' AT NIGHT,
!quently grown on the same piece
too,
petition with private industry at :This, naturally. has eliminated,
NOT DECAUST Of 5NOw OR /CE
of land each season in somt• parts
the expense of taxpayers.
, hundreds of thousands of dollars
BUT BECAUSE N/6HTS ARE
of
Oklahoma.
stated
in
the
been
widely
It
has
inWhen R E. A. first received at-; in tax" paid by these private
press and elsewhere that the Sectent:on. it was pointed out that it dustries. There's no way of escap- retary of the Interior botched the
By PERCY CROSBY
peothe
it Alakes All the Difference In the World.
on
placed
burden
the
ing
was not to be competitive in any
handling of the so-called "oil
way with existing privatt.• enter- Ple. regardlt•ss of v hether it is paid shortage" problem. There was too
1104!
prise, nor were the lines to be in out in taxes or utility rates. And much name-calling—and too little
a territory already being ade- the most depressive thing about it. consideration of facts. Tliere vitas
AWFUL °
end
be
no
seems
to
there
that
quately served. R. E. A. funds are is
too much hysteria-creating publicintended to build lines. L'se of to the action hving taken to fu - ity—and too little deliberation beDemoso-called
stimmia tgoweR
Money to build power plants where ther socialize our
fore official statements were made.
sufficient power is already avail- cratic system of government. The And there was too much politics
able. will only lessen the miles of voice of the people alone can stop b y far.
lines that may be built to serve this constant drifting tovvard govmore farm houses. Only this one :ernment policies strictly foreign to
TOO MUCH GOVERNMENT
project alone will use money suf- 'our true American way of life.
iltiZE Mom'
2.500
to
miles
3.000
ficient to build
A determined effort to extend
which
of additional farm lines.
Bertes Pigue of the City Na- virtually limitless political control
would make electric service avail- tional Bank, while on vacation re-1 over two natural resource indusable to 5.000 to 10,000 additional' cently dropped in to see W. A' tries til and coal—is underway.
farrnets in rural areas. Figures Cole. cashier of the Hodgensville
As it happens. these are two of
show that there are still over 200.- bank. Mr. Cole and his family were !the
[
industries vehich have been
000 farms in Kentucky without awarded the typical family pri:te most successful in meeting the cxelectric service.
in Kentucky, based on family life. traordinary demands imposed by
AN ExHiarnoN
THe WORK
We must think of our national civic interest, church and social ac- the dt•fense program. Their manOF AN INSANE ASYLUM'S
Series
time.
first
the
!ivities.
For
defense efforts too. What about the
agements have proven themselves
INMATC.F.
cutting of unnecessary expense learned that he was runner-up for: to be fully aware of the seriousness
informed!
Cole
when
Mr.
and the saving of materials for use the award.
'of the emergency. This country is
in interest cif national defense? All him that he was told that he barely singularly blessed in the magnitude
How eircouciartis&ty
,
orrOg.R Fut.
over the country businesses ant. beat Mr. Pigue and family in :he :of
its oil and coal deposits--and in
conisreo/clion!
rqAivE ! SVCS
the poeple are feeling the effects contest.
the character of the industries
vdoemERFuLf
FORM,
of this important program. While
which' produce those essential enprivate enterprises are being held
We have been reading quite a crgy sources.
SvMseR siowER
back by governmental demands. it lot about price control. Some of
There is no excuse for a political
industry
when
over
is also time to put a check on gov- our Congressmen seem to favor dictatorship
ernmental bui-eaucracy as well. prict, con'tiol without wage con- private enterprise is doing its job
Here in Fulton county we have 60 trol. To us this is a magnificent properly. The experience of the
miles of R. E. A. lines unfinished, example of muddled thinking. The past has been that politically-dombecause of scarcity of materials. price trend now is to a very large Mated industry is far less efficient.
We find that there are others in!extent the result of the successful far less productive. than privatelyother sections in the same position. demands for ever-higher wages'operated and publicly-regulated inWhy neglect these prjoects already made by large groups of labor in dustry. The American people don't
set up and near complet:on. and all fields. We are beginning to veit- want the emergency used as an alexpend the money and materials ness the consequences in our daily ibi to justify any more extension
on such a project as proposed in living. Retail stores have conducted of government power than is abEastern Kentucky. where it would an aggressive campaign against solutely necessary.
be a duplication of a service al- price inflation. They have cut overready rendered? Let us not get the head costs whenever possible and
Tcxas has 300.000 acres cf state
EX14101T/ON OF THE WORK
cart before the horse. Build more passed the savings on to the con- parks.
OV SOME
rural lines. not power plants, when . sumer. They have in many cases
There are more than a hundred
alread,y have ample electrical voluntarily accepted smaller units species of food fish in the waters
-energy.
of profit. Even so. retail prices are of Alaska.
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
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FULTON COUNTY NF.WS. FULTON, KENTUCKY
the evening and refreshments of regular attendants at a Church dry or -.0 wet.
hot dogs and cold drinks were wry- service. They are not among the
6. "There are hypocrits in the
t:: Imogene Wade, Maxirw Garriidlers. If you want to see the id- Church." Well, there is always
gan, Louise Burns, Betty Dawes,
Bro Council filled his regular
Mr Ilarry Redman spent Satlers, go down town and look sit- room for one more. You May NJ
Martha Louise Stallins, Carl Billy
appointment Sunday, this being the urday night and Sunday with Mr.
well condemn the state because
Hart ison,
Jt•wel
Lomax, Paul ting on the curb or leaning against
last service before conference.
and Mrs. Hub Redman.
the bank. The busient men and every man is not • patriot. The
A.
Thomas
Charles
Sloan,
Brown,
Mr and Mrs. Ed Thompson are
Mrs. Etta Saints: anent the wtekwomen in this city are regular at• man whom you condemn is under
and Flois Murphy
convalescing from flu.
end with Mrs. Etta Wade.
no more moral obligation to
1 tendants at Church. They work
Home Ec Girls Have Part,
The Homemakers'
Several froin here attended the
tub, their
The freidiman
home economies hard all week. You haven't put your a good life than you are. Yes, there
families and several visitors en- funeral of Mrs. Ella Cutshall at
girls enjoyed a Hallowe'en party finger on your trouble when you are hypocrits in the Church just as
toyed a Hallowe'en Party Friday Harmony Monday. Mrs. Cutshall
there is counterfeit money In the
I.) stay afternoon at their regular say, "I work hard all week."
nighl at the home of Mr. and Mrs. was formerly a citizen of this com2. "There is a lack of sociability world, but that does not keep ma
class period
After the contests
appreetating
GUS Browder. Singing and con- munity. Friends extend their symw:•re held and gaines played, candy Nobody spoke to me." Well, broth- from desiring and
tests were features of the enter- pathy to the bereaved.
v.sei served by the teacher, Mrs J. er, how many people did you veal( the genuine article in men or montainment Refreshments of apple
Miss Reva Moore, who is attend, What made you run for the ey.
to'
T Roberts
eider
and ginger cookies were ing Draughon's Business College in
6. "I'm not settled yet" If you
door like the house was &afire?
Turkey to be Given Away
served.
Paducah, spent the week-end here
The members of the Sophomore Don't you know no man can long put it on that basis, you are dead
Mr and Mrs. Nalffan Gossum and l with her mother, Mrs. Ruthie
!Ionic Ee Club are selling chances worship here without the preacher wrong. None is settled. The Lord
son of Water Valley. Mr. and Mrs. Moore.
on a turkey to be given away at and everybody else knowing who has something to do with that I
Alton Foster and family of Lone
be here
the first home ball game Novem- he is' We are constantly on the don't know wEether I'll
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Rushing and
Oak, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. liarber 14. Chances may be bought lookout for needed men arid wo- tomorrow oe not. That does not
children and Miss Mary Bell Eberold White spent Sunday with Mr.
from any of the na•mbers It Is men. We are a friendly people and keep me from taiwing rny head
heardt spent Sunday with Mr. and
and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon.
not necessary to be present at the will come as near falling all over and heart in the Father's house toMrs. Mac Eberheardt of near CroLambe Nugent arrived home from ley
day.
drawing to receive the turkey, as you as anywhere you ever went.
furPhY, N. C., Saturday night to
,
'
7. "It is possible to be a Christhe prise will be held for the lucky
3. "The Church services are dull"
The Sunday guests of Mr. and
spriA his vacation.
%%hose mime II drawn
That is a matter of taste. An art tian without attenchng Church."
Mrs. Dee Wade and daughter. JesAnnie Laura Burnett, student of
gallery is dull to some people. Mu- Theoretically I will not deny the
sie, were: Mr. and Mrs. Pete Brown
Murray, spent the week-end at her
sic is dull to some people. All possibility. But it does not work
and son, Jimmie, Mr. and Mrs.
home.
The man who
high things are dull to you if you out in practice
Park Wheeler and daughter, Rev.
Mr and Mrs. R. B. Mobley went '
have a
vaudeville taste. The wants to be a good artist, musician,
Keithley, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
to Hickman Sunosy afternoon to
Church cannot be run on shallow lawyer or doctor associates with
Cherry and childrt•n, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Elmo McClellan and sensation, :once at last becomes those of like profession. He takes
accompany the latter.s mother, Mrs.
Clarence Bellew, Mrs. Etta Wade,
son visited Mrs. W. W. Pruett and
Cora Burns, home. She has been
their magazines and attends their
monotonous.
Cecil 13ellew and Mrs. Saines.
son Sunday afternoon.
visiting relatives there.
the best
4. "The weather is against me." assemblies. No man can be
Misses Pauline and Allt•ne Yates
Mr
and Mrs. W. H. Harrison and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pessitt
who deYes, the temperature is too high or type of Christian character
were entertained with a surprise
family visited her father, Mr. W.
and Mrs. Will Leonard and son of
liberately neglects public worship.
too
stay'
same
who
The
low.
people
birthday supper at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Woods and N. Brasfield, in the Fulton Hosand light,
Union City visited Mrs. Mary Pewaway in winter on account of the Many sticks make heat
oss John Fleming, Jr., spent last week pital Sunday afternoon.
lar • .tone.
rs.
1. an
and it will
Itt and Robert Sunday.
cold, stay away in summer be- but withdraw one stick
present were Mrs. Ila Yates, Mr. end with Mr. and Mrs. J. N. FlemMr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams
Sara h1ay Evans, Sue Clements
cause of the heat. And, if unfor- sputter. smoke and go out.
and Mrs. I.on Howard, Messrs. ing.
and baby spent Sunday with Mr.
and Martha Strayhorn spent FriLet's have done with excuses.
tunately, God does send a day
Eugene Howard and Hollis StrothMrs. J. R. Wall and Wilbur John- and Mrs Frank Henry.
day night with Ruth Browder.
when the temperature is just right, Let's have more of the thrill and
cr. Friends wish them many ntore
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lancaster
son spent last week-end in BatesMr and Mrs. Perry Browder
one can always fall back on too joy of devotion.
happy birthdays.
' ville, Ark., with Mr. L. R. Barn- and family of Camden. Tenn., Mr.
_
Mr and Mrs. Cyrus Brevard and
Sunspent
Mrs. Tom Newbt•rry
Mrs.
and
Robey,
and
Mr.
Billy
Mrs.
family.
Union
and
pitt
Mignon Browder of near
day with Mrs. Fannie Nugent.
City visited Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Mrs. Lois Younger of Benton, Howard Powell and baby of FulRev. Keithley delivered the first
Browder Sunday afternoon.
returned to her home Satur- ton, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moseley
Ky..
Sunday morning address at the
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Browder visa visit with her parents, and children of Union City, and
after
day
First Baptist Church Sunday.
Sam Jones of St. Louis visited Mr.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Browder
Rufus Elkins.
Mrs.
and
MMrs. C. A. Turner and daughter,
and Mrs. Bob Powell and Mr. and
in Union City Sunday afternoon.
have
Pafford
Ruel
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Barbara Ann, spent Monday with
Mrs. Charles Powell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown attendEmma
Mrs.
with
rooms
!taken
Mrs. Ida Yates and family.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones visited
ed the funeral of the former's aunt
Mrs. I.inda Mar Ilaynes spent
Mrs. Jones' aunt. Mrs. Melvin EdMrs. Cuishall, at Harmony MonMrs. Fannie Jones left Sunday
Saturday night and Sunday with
minston, at Union City Sunday afday.
to spend the winter in PlantersMr. and Mrs. Thurman Howell.
ternoon.
Mrs. Ball of Dyer, Tenn.. spent
Mr. and Mrs. Clois Conner and ville, Miss., with Mrs. Jessie CunMrs. Charlie Sloan and daughter
the week-end with her daughter,
Miss LaVerne Copeland of St. ningham.
of Cayce visited Mrs. Sloan's mothMrs. E.ston Browder. and Mr. BrowJohn
and
Cruce
J.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
week-end
the
spent
Louis, Mo..
er. Mrs. W. W. Pruett, last Friday.
der.
Elmer spent Sunday with Mr. and
here with friends and relatives.
Joe Allen Harrison spent the
Mr. and hIrs. Gus Browder spent
City.
Union
of
Cruce
Wilmer
Mrs.
Finch
Marshall
Mr. and Mrs.
week-end with Harvey Bondurant.
Sunday afternoon vsith hIr. and
Stephenson
D.
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr.
of
vi•ere the Sunday guests
Ky., v:itti Jr.
Mrs. Robert Lamb in Fulton.
ancl Mrs. C. A. Turner and Mrs. spent Sunday in Benton,
Mrs. Irvin
Jeffress of near
Fleming.
Sid
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Lucy Turner.
Crutchfield visited her niece. Mrs.
and
Pruett
Harry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glisson and childGreen diamonds, produced by exFrank Henry, last Friday afterson, Howard, of St. Louis, Mo..
prssure to the cyclotron of ordin- ren of Pilot Oak spent Sunday
noon.
th• only h•ater of its kincl la
Ar- spent the v,oeek-end u:ith hIrs. Beth1r.
brother,
Glisson's
Mrs.
prewith
experiments,
in
diamonds
ary
little
Mrs. Jim Hawkins and
tie Pruett and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
the world! Patented principles of
Batts.
Mrs.
and
Batts.
to
problem
lie
interesting
sent an
daughter of Union City, and Mr.
construction produce steady. even
Misses Allene and Pauline Yates Burns.
scientists.
and Mrs. Chestsr Leip and baby of
heat . . . save work . . save
Miss Elizabeth Wilkins. who is
Clark
Mina
Mrs.
visited
Beelertun
fueL Burns any kind of coal . . .
stending Draughon's Business ColSunday.
lump. nut or slack . . . also wood.
, se. spent the week-end with her
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloar
Magazine semi-automatically feeds
: ..rents, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wilssith
Cayce spent Tuesday
fuel am needed. Holds Bre several
...ns.
Pruett,
W.
W.
Mrs.
mother,
Sloan's
dcrys le rand wricrther without reMrs. Ella Cutshall passed av..ay
and son, Rubin
fueling.
!..turday night at the home of her
,sughter, Mrs. Rob Taylor near
Makes coke but al bituminous coal
Third and Carr St.
... then burns coke without amok)
-re. Funeral services were held
or soot. NO CLINITR.B. Low Ln matt
.! Harmony Church Monday at 2
. exe•roclingly •conornleal te
.
• m. Rev. J. E. Hopper conducted
irperate.
- services.
"EXCUSES"
NIrs. Clara Carr, Maurice Bondu- The Rev. Loyal O. Hartman, Pastor
Como la-1.0 Us Show Yoe!
• ,nt and John McClellan attended
First Mettiodist Church
•• funeral of Mrs. Ada Henderson
Luke 14-18. "And they all with
• Clinton Saturday afternoon.
one consent began to make excuse...
James Cashon Menees, who is a
Every preacher is familiar with
ssient in Murray College. spent the stock excuses for Church ab:se week-end with Mr. and Mrs. sence. Here are some of them we
J. C. Menees.
hear daily: and yours is in the
Mesdames Harry Sublett, L. B. list.
—EAT AT—
Hampton and Annie Turner attend1. "I work hard all week." You
ed an art craft school in Hickman are not the only man or woman who
Wednesday.
works. To hear you talk. one gets
T. J. and Ned Attebery spent last the impression only idlers attend
Eus.
iSsntussy
324 Walnut St
Lon
Sunday in Fulton with Mrs.
Church services. Look over the
Jones.

PALESTINE NEWS

CRUTCHFIELD NEWS

visited Mrs. Betty Miner of Water
Valley Sunday evening
The Saiurday guests of Mr. and
!sirs John McClanahan were: Mr.
and
Joe McClanahan and
Mrs
&night: r of Peoria, Ill., Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs. Churn: Ferguson
Mr. and Mrs
Orb McClanahan
Joe McClanahan and daughter remained for the night
Thv Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J•MrS Sullivan were: Mrs.
II. M. Rice and children, Mrs. Mardaughter and
vin Lowery
and
Misses Virginia and Elizabeth Der
nue.
Mrs. Clots Veatch, Mrs. Macon
Shelton and son, Leon, were in
Jackson, Tenn., Monday on busi•
ness.
Mrs. Carl Phillips spent Monday
her mother, Mrs. Ruttue
with
Moore.
Mrs. Ira Saddler spent Monday
afternoon with Mrs. K. H. Moore
and Winnie Veatch.
Shirley Rice and Carol Rushing
spent Wednesday night with Mrs.
James Sullivan.
Everyone be sure to attend
preaching at the M. E. Church on
SlInday afternoon

ROPER COMMUNITY

CAYCE NEWS

Holds 100 Lbs. of Coal

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

All Day and
Night on One
Filling of Fuel

WEEKLY SERMON

AMBULANCE
PHONE 7

Costs Less te Buy — Much Less to Use!
ONLY $4995

Kentucky Hdwe.& Imp. Co.

LOWE'S CAFE

Modernistic and Comfortable
Good Food Serred Right
OPEN DAY & NIGHT

CONCERT
HARRIS M. E. CHURCH
•

FRIDAY NIGHT, NOVEMBER 7
7:15 P. M.
Featuring the

QUARTET
PADUCAH MIXED
Representatives
Stamps-Baxter

and
111.11ER7' BELL. Comedian and I nipersonator

ADMISSION 104 & 10'
•

CAYCE SCHOOL NEWS
J. C. Lawson, superintendent of
county schools. J. C. Suggs and T.
E. Williamson, members of the
board of education, were visitors
at school Monday morning.
Several changes have been mail.
in the bus drivers and bus route,
Nfac Roper of Hickman is the drs.
er of the Sylvan Shade bus. Rs..
Thomas is the driver of the Crurs
field bus, and G. C. Vs'right,
Jordan bus. A change in the schs
ule has been announced to the s:
dents.
Cafeteria Progressing
Counters and cabinets for
new cafeteria have been comply:,
and sinks are being completed •
the NYA workshops in Mayfis:
The ladies of the P.-T. A have piii
chased a new Frigidaire and ha,
ordered the cooking utensils.
Monday. November 17, has bess
set for the opening of the cefeteria
and on that day the first hot lunch
es will be served to the sty lents.
First Ball Game Friday
The first basketball game of the
season will be played Friday even
Inc at Wickliffe
Th, first home gatre will
\ i‘ ember 14 with Western
Freshman Class Enjoys Hallowe'en
The members of th•- fres'ins.
class enjoyed a Hallowe'en part
Friday evening in the home of 13:Adams. Games were played duris

Seed Cleaning
We have just recently installed one of the most modern
Seed Cleaners to be found in this vicinity. Now we are prepared to do your seed cleaning for you, and invite you to come
in and see us.
We Handle a F1'LL LINE of FIELD SEEDS and FEEDS
Also Carry a GOOD LINE of FERTILIZERS and
WIRE FENCING
Let us do your custom grinding, and make your good feed
better by adding the necessary ingredients.

BUTTS FEED STORE
111 McDowell St.
21-Er2

Phon.

/

Fidten.
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6/11'N S0100111 16 the daughter of
1401/TII FULTON P -T A.
4111
charge of the Piograill TM. tome for a few days
hlr. and Mrs. John McConnell of
The South Fulton Parent Teach;relit men rejoice in adversity
for
the
mamma
near
Troy
was
and
"Ati
Urgent
is
a
gradua
Mr and Mrs 11. A Farmer and hist as antiher
te of Rives ers Association met in
--o triuniph 111 war.
monthly ties- Gospel Dispel?. Heathe Llaalut
High who'd 'Phe groom Is the 6011 %ion
n
ess" soll.
BENEDICT-DAVIN
or Man* v 15111
last Thursday afternoon at Assisti
'
11
1114
1
. 101111
of
0
1
Mt.
1r1.11
s
I py their
0
ng
aisi
the
leader
Sti
w.
Edgar
WS. 11V1.6
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Davis an.
K4011101:4 of the school buildin
Vii11.11 1-11111day 1111:111
g, with aboth .1401101 Warren, Mrs
Walter Void.
nounce the marriage of their 11:11'10W, Ky alitl Is i'Mployckl 111 thirty-eight membe
Sgt
Wilhat
s'Arl
team
inim
Corp
it
a
rs present. Mem- pel 111111 WS. 1111100,1
And
m a mak e new
1 11111111
daughter. Norma Marie, to Charles Browder Milling Company in rub bers id the
C
fifth spade. their teachof
14'1.•1,1, iniaintances, as he advances thioug
h
1)111'11161 1111. NOCItill hour the 11061- Nliiiitgoineiy,
Edward Benedict, Jr, of New Brit- ton
er. Mrs J G. Goode, and the ninAla, spent
week life, 114. :66111 1416111 1111(1 11111141M Il•
1,661.61 110r6.14.1 II 11011410101 61111t1WIlli end with
They will make their home
tam, Conn The ceremony was solon. teacher, hIrs Lillian Dehlyer,
1111.11 111111411N 44101 11'11'111ln 14,110
emnized on Wednesday, November t ?Mon City.
presented the following program plate arid cold drinks ti. firlevii 111 le1111011
The mitt who insists 111601 61.1•1118
regular members
5, by the Rev. Charles Gayle, BapJ
!IA.,.
attemi wg
Alto horn duet "Hail, Hall, the
ith (61111.e1 V14,11111066 16.1011. 110
FOR MALE-1500 gallon erPrell
hIRS. nENEnter
tist minister, in Charleston, Mo. SHOWF:It
0 1.11.0101./04 61•11.11 111 111.W11116/ 111'01.1i
Gang's All Here." by Louis Burn, 11
".1111'10. :lever decides
water lank Cheap. Apply to the
Mrs Charles Edward Benedict,
Mr and Mrs. William Benedlet
ett J01104 14111,1 C1111114 C1110111.
Ky spent the week end
ith his
You hued 'regulate Pals Ilk 1,Y
News Wilms
of Clinton were the only attend- Jr , who was Miss Norma Davis beparents, Mr anti Mrs Tom
the standards you admire when You
MIX011 C1101.116 "011, Susanna"
fore her marriage on Wednesday.
ants.
011 Pink Aslant...
are at your hest.
Boys' Chorus -"Old !Hack
%sax honored with
miscellaneous
ilt
Joe,"
61.1.1i4
.1011
111nrtsti..(
TI"‘ bride wutv
T;i
1 ii iititar.
, ,A1,1„114,:::
t.‘"t"""' tluit shower given Wednesday night by
thiet-"Carr
y
Me
Anaunc
Back to Old
ement wits made 11.4111t.
of Amethyst wool, with 1,1,44.k
Bstty Jordan and MN. TIWo• Virginia," hy M 166011 Virginia Al- lY of the writhing ..f Miss
cessiiries Nor co-auti• was of mar- ,61
Betty vacation with relatives
len
Kramer
dole
and
.
Jr,,
Lavani
at
Miss
a Hawks.
Jordan's
Pepper l'aylor of Charlotte. N. (',
0011 and white variegated carna11111•0111 0411.11 616.111 W4.11111.
Alt.) horn solo_ Istassas in the and Reginald Calvin
home on Fourth street. Sixteen
ol Hickman, day in lamisville
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